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NICHOLAS

NICKLEBY

ICHOLAS NICKELBY” is the story
of an English family: left destitute
by the death of the father and
thrown upon the mercy of an unfeeling world.
Ralph, the brotherin-law of Mrs. Nickelby, is a man
who loves money as his god, and who bears his
relatives an intense hatred.
Accordingly, he does
all in his power to bring misfortune upon them,
time uses the helpless family as an instrument to satisfy

and at the same
his cupidity.
In this work, Charles Dickens has given us a story full of action and
interest and true to human nature. Its general tone is one of sadness. ‘The
miseries of life and the hardness of men’s hearts are so vividly depicted

that their shadows are cast upon the reader, and a feeling of depression
overcomes him as he lays the book aside.
The manner in which wit is interwoven with pitiful scenes is remarkable.
Indeed, if it were not for the vein of humor that runs through the entire
work, we would hardly find pleasure in conning over the hardships of life
as they are set forth in the narrative.
Since Charles Dickens had a mission to fulfill in publishing ce “Nicholas
Nickelby,” namely, the reformation of the school system in England, it is

fortunate that he was a master in the art of combining humor and pathos;
otherwise it is doubtful if the work would have obtained such popularity
and accomplished the good which the author had in view when writing the

book.
We

are especially

attracted

by the variety

of the characters.

Persons

of

many minds and dispositions play a part in the story; some there are, for
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instance Mantalini, who are objects of disgust to us, and in real life we
would view them with contempt. However, these unmanly characters serve

as a dark background against which the virtues of Nicholas and his friends

are made to shine more brilliantly.
We can best qualify Nicholas by calling him a gentleman, for such he is
in every sense of the word.
At first he appears to be proud and sensitive,
and we are inclined to blame him for the sarcastic answers he gives to
Ralph, his uncle, while the financier suggests ways and means by which the
family may earn a subsistence; for as yet, they are dependent on the uncle,

and. Nicholas knows

nothing of Ralph’s villainous character.

But. when

Nicholas is on his way to Dotheboy’s Hall and we are made acquainted with
the environment of Squeers’ place of learning, all prejudice disappears.
From the time of his installment as assistant schoolmaster, we follow

Nicholas through his good and evil fortune with interest and admiration.

Kindness is one of Nicholas’ predominant virtues.. While he is. at
Squeers’ school, his heart is torn with pity for the suffering creatures he
His passionate attack on Squeers is but the natural outsees about him.
come of his kind feelings wounded continually by the cruel acts which the
When Nicholas is surprised by Smike
schoolmaster heaps on his pupils.

in the empty barn, and the wretched boy begs that he may follow his benefactor,

Nicholas

answers

with

his

characteristic

kindness:

“You

sRall,

and the world shall deal by you as it does by me, till one or both
:
Bea
of us shall quit it for a better.”
His sense of decorum and chivalry is displayed in his actions towards
Madelin Bray. Although long acquainted with the girl, he never suffers a
word of his to betray what his heart feels. His timely rescue of Madelin
on her appointed wedding-day, appeals to the reader strongly. Nicholas
accomplishes her deliverance from Arthur Gride by acting always with the
utmost delicacy. At the close of the narrative we are surprised that such
barriers as existed between him and Madelin

are great enough in the mind

of Nicholas to draw from him the resolution to put her out of his thoughts
We are disposed to think that his resolve would soon have given
forever.
way to his heart; still the motives that prompted his resolution are praise-

worthy and confirm him to be of a truly manly character.
The thought of the unfortunate Smike makes the reader sad. The helpless boy has borne the greatest of wrongs that can be inflicted upon a human
being. His intellect is benighted, his body deformed, his health broken,
and until he meets Nicholas he never hears a word nor experiences an act

exempt of cruelty. What appeals to us especially is his weakness and his
simplicity, and the devotedness with which he clings to his only friend.
The poor boy’s supplication to Nicholas

shows in what regard he held his

benefactor. “To go with you,” he pleads, “anywhere—everywhere—to the
world’s end—to the churchyard grave,—let me, oh, do let me. You are
my home, my kind friend—take me with tou, pray.”

‘
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Smike never entertains a thought of vengeance towards his persecutors.
Fear so envelops his soul that no such passion can flourish there.
The retribution which Smike receives is insufficient to repair the wrongs
he has suffered. Nicholas gives him a home and treats him with all kind-

ness; still the result of his former treatment and the memory of other days
hang like a pall over his existence, and death alone is capable of removing
that pall from his melancholy life.
In Kate Nickelby we see all the qualities that make a woman dignified,
noble, and lovable. We admire especially in her the respect and deference
she shows her mother. Mrs. Nickelby is a frivolous and unpractical woman,
and her speech in presence ‘of strangers is often such as might cause her

daughter to feel embarrassed and annoyed.

Kate never shows a sign of

disrespect on such occasions.
On the contrary, she exhibits great tact in
turning the conversation, and in a manner that is neither disrespectful to

her mother nor puts herself in a more advantageous light than the latter.
At first thought, Newman Noggs seems not to play a significant part in
the story; yet it is on him that the action of the whole plot depends.

We

are accustomed to think of him simply as Ralph’s servant, indulging rather
freely in liquor.

But away from his master he proves himself to be a good

adviser and a devoted friend. It is Newman that follows up the fortunes
of Mrs. Nickelby and Kate, and apprises the absent Nicholas of the dangers
that_threaten them.
He is also the indirect instrument in preventing the
marriage of Madelin and Gride. He unwittingly reveals the plot to Nicholas, and then exercises much influence in calming the excited boy, and gives

excellent advice regarding the steps to be taken in the matter.
will in favor

of Madelin

is recovered

by

Noggs.

In

Finally the

spite of his many

faults, we find him a kind-hearted man, ever ready to assist a worthy cause
and jealous for the punishment of evil-doers.
So much humor is combined with the character of Wackford Squeers
that we are almost led to overlook his weakness.
The person of Squeers,
containing no*spark of tender feeling, is rendered doubly odious by the
scoundrel’s hypocrisy. Evidence of this trait in his character is his description of “the school, situated in the delightful village of Dotheboys Hall,
near Greta Bridge in Yorshire, where youth are boarded, clothed, booked,
washed, and furnished with pocket-money.”
Mrs. Squeers is equal to him in cruelty, but she makes no pretensions
of virtue; her tongue is the true interpreter of her heart.
Cowardice is

likewise paramount in the schoolmaster; his boldness knows no bounds
when he has to deal with unprotected children, but he cowers to the words
of the big-hearted John Browdy.
The depraved nature of Ralph

Nickelby

shrinks

from

no

predominant vice is avarice, from which springs another, hatred.

crime.

His

Generally

we find some good trait in every villain, but in Ralph we discover no shadow
of human feeling.
The fact that he recognizes virtue and nevertheless
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spurns it, makes him the more blameworthy.
When his persecuted niece
goes to him for protection and complains of the base associates into whose
company her uncle has beguiled her, Ralph replies, “I don’t know but that
you do right to despise them; no, you show your good sense in that.” With
these words he admits of his unnatural conduct, yet he makes not the least
attempt to free the suffering girl.
Before his death the usurer experiences a moment of regret for his hard
life, but the thought of Smike, though it causes that momentary remorse,
soon plunges his soul into unutterable hatred and despair. His last words
express the sentiments with which he meets his end: “I am trampled down
and ruined,” he cries, “the wretch told me true. The night has come!
Is
there no way to rob them of further triumph and spurn their mercy and
compassion? Is there no devil to help me?”
His final act brings upon him
the retribution he merits; and that retribution comes like a thunder-clap.

sudden and crushing, and leaves the loathsome man a despised and detested
being.

ALBERT

THE

LAST

SUPPER

G. ZENGERLE, 709.
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THE

have all heard of Fred

DETECTIVE
Cook, the detective.

I myself am

a

warm friend of his, owing to the fact that we graduated in the
;
same class.
Well, one day, about five years after our graduation, I happened to have to go to Chicago on business, and as my train

went through Crown Point, I resolved to stop off and see my

old classmate who had made such a name for himself.
Now Cook, though most of his cases are in Chicago, stays at his beautiful
country residence near Crown Point, and in this secluded retreat he is
visited by numerous clients of every description and station in life.
I arrived at the beautiful little village and hired a conveyance to take me
to my friend’s home.
I was greeted warmly by my old classmate and was
introduced to his charming wife. When dinner was over we repaired to the
“den,” and, leaning back in easy chairs, with a bottle of claret and a box
of cigars between us, we chatted about old times far into the night. As we
were about to retire, Cook asked me if I cared to go with him to Chicago
in the morning to investigate one of his cases. I eagerly answered in the
affirmative, being anxious to observe the methods of my friend.
The case in question was a great diamond robbery committed in one of
the largest jewelry stores in Chicago. When we arrived in the city we went
direct to the jewelry store.
The diamond was one of the largest in the
world and was vaued at $30,000.

The jewel had been stolen about noon the

day before, and no trace of it could be found.
It seems that the clerk had
been showing the diamond to the wife of a French diplomat who was touring the United States. Apparently the woman was on the point of buying
the gem when a vase fell. The crash caused the clerk to look up, and while
he was gazing at the broken vase the woman exclaimed, “Why, that’s no
diamond ; it’s paste.” The clerk looked around, and sure enough, instead of
Now he was
the sparkling gem he saw a dull, lusterless piece of paste.
absolutely sure that the diamond had been there a moment before, and
hence he concluded that the woman had stolen it. He took her by the arm
He then
and, notwithstanding all her protests, led her into a small room.
called up police headquarters and asked that one of the women detectives
The woman soon arrived, and searched the supposed thief,
be sent down.

but the diamond

could not be found.

It was then that the proprietor

appealed to my friend.
When we reached the store, Cook inquired into all the details, and then

casually turned and walked over to the counter and asked a few questions
of the clerk. When he turned to us again he had the diamond in his hand.
The people in the store were dumfounded, and with just cause, for it

omy
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seemed that he had produced the gem from nowhere.
A quizzical smile
played on the handsome countenance of my friend as he called the proprietor and drew his attention to something under the counter. That something was a piece of gum to which the diamond had-been attached.
Cook,
by some very astute yet simple reasoning, had deduced that since the jewel

could not be found on the- woman, the “gum game” had been played,
and hence he was able to produce the diamond from under the counter.
The

diplomat

and his wife were placed under

arrest and each received

a

prison sentence, the woman for grand larceny and the man as an accomplice, for it was he who had knocked over the vase.

This is but one of the many cases in which Private Detective Fred Cook,
an ’89 graduate of S. M. L., has distinguished himself.
Micuaet

JUDAS

MAKING

THE

BARGAIN

A. Dauauerty, 709.
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PRODUCING

LOW

TEMPERATURE

CIENTISTS, wishing to verify the theory that all elements exist
in the the three states, of the solid, the liquid, and the gas,

were confronted with great difficulties when they had to handle
substances which at ordinary temperatures are in a gaseous
form.
The electric arc put an end to all discussion as to

whether
proved
The
which
cannot

a solid could be liquefied or not, but the problem

more complex when the gas was to be
state of a substance depends upon the
it is under, but for every gas there is
be liquefied, however great a pressure

‘critical temperature.

changed to a liquid.
temperature and the pressure
a temperature above which it
is applied; this is called the

The pressure which must be applied at the critical

temperature to liquefy a gas is called its critical pressure. With gases not
of high critical temperature the process of liquefaction was not so difficult,
for it is no hard matter to put a gas under a high pressure; but with hydrogen and similar gases whose critical temperature is extremely low, there
was much difficulty.
Through the efforts of ingenious experimenters every known gas has
succumbed to treatment and been brought to the liquid state, so that at
the present time the term “permanent gas” has no significance. This change
of state has been brought about by the discovery of the three methods of

producing low temperature, namely, by solution of a solid, vaporization of
a liquid, and expansion of a gas.
The first method, that of solution, is known as the method

of mixtures:

and in it the fact that heat is absorbed in the passage of bodies from the
solid to the liquid state is made use of. By putting together bodies which
have no affinity for each other, very low temperatures can be produced.
Mixtures of a solid and a liquid reduce the thermometer reading very much,
but the maximum low point is reached when two bodies, both solid, unite

to form a liquid.

If chemical action takes place, heat is given off, but if

there is only a change of state an absorption of heat is brought about.
There are numerous combinations of substances that produce low temperature; snow and common salt put together in the parts of three to one form
the most practical mixture that produces a great fall of temperature—
twenty degrees below zero being easily reached.
The second method, like the first, is based on the principle that heat is

absorbed or given off when a body changes its state. The change from solid
to liquid is utilized in the first method, while in the second the change from
a liquid to a gas forms the base. The latent heat of vaporization is much
greater than that of fusion, and therefore a substance when entering the
gaseous state will absorb more heat than is taken up when entering the
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liquid form.
Many gases are liquefied by pressure, and when this is removed, enter the gaseous state again ; but to do this they need heat and draw
it from the surrounding substances, thus producing a lowering of the
temperature.
If oxygen is caused to evaporate rapidly by connecting a closed vessel

filled with it to an exhaust pump, such a low temperature is produced that

the air in contact with the vessel holding the boiling liquid oxygen is lique-

fied at ordinary pressure and may be collected as it drops down.

The third method depends on the fact that, if the molecules of a gas
exert an attraction on one another, when the gas expands work must be
done. If the gas is allowed to expand in such a way that no external work
is done and the temperature of the gas falls, this will show that internal
work has been done. Since work was done a certain amount of energy was
consumed, and since this energy was not destroyed it must have taken the
form of heat. Heat being taken from the body lowers its temperature.
By experiment it is shown that if a steady stream of gas is allowed to
pass through a long spiral tube immersed in a water bath kept at uniform
temperature, and the gas permitted to escape slowly through a porous plug
made of cotton wool preventing its leaving with any appreciable kinetic
energy, a cooling takes place. Hydrogen is an exception to this rule, which

shows that there is work done in separating the molecules..

The fact that

hydrogen does not lose heat may be due to the molecules at ordinary temperatures repelling each other, so that these intermolecular forces do work

when the gas expands.
Scientists having thus succeeded in reducing all elements to the three
so-called states of matter, solid, liquid, and gaseous, are now bent upon
ascertaining whether there are not other states besides these, or whether
the so-called elements are not perhaps merely other forms of the same
element.
Thus a fourth state of matter is already universally admitted,
and some elements, iron for instance, are known to exist under several

forms, according to the temperature to which they are subjected. —
3
WiLi1AM Manoney, ’07.
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Meus,

Tity people!
‘That
Mb,

M.

Ryd

Feci Tibi!

what have I done to He

for

tarry

Quid

thee 7 “muet
here

pass

and

not

thus

answer

heedl less

Because, my chosen
Wd led thee from
"Thou hast prepared
Rnd pierced my

die?
me,

by

one, | freed
the oppressor’s lands,
this bloody deed,
feet and hands.

“‘l’hroagh desert wastes thy tribes | led,
Wi th manna

fed

thee

‘l’hou didst prepare my
Widst
For

raise

this

thee I seourged

tree

oft,

blood

to shed

aloft.

thee tyrant Lae

Rnd. slew the lana’s first-born ;
For thie I bleed and bear disgrace—
For this my flesh is Pea,
d brought thee out of eypts ey
dena nail the eruel kin
For

this thou

god

dant

thy Tord

eas T,

bound; to the hi igh=priest bring.

“Phat thou might
et cross

I pierced

the foaming

the surgi ing sea,

crest:

Jn turn for this thou gav'st to me
‘Trhe spear that pierced my breast.
I was thy guide, 1n pillar of light,
In

oe
To

shining

cloud,

concealed;

thou, thy Thora, in this sad night
Pilate’s

will

didst

yield.
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thee water

pure

and d sweet,

When thou for drink didst call;
Ryd yet to me thou de empst it meet
“Po

give—a

drink

of

& scepter bright | gave

gall!

to thee,

With power, and ]lands most fair;
Rnd thou in turg di aut: give to me
This eruel crown
to wear.

With might have I exalted thee,
Ny chosen one! and now

Wy head, u pon the cross’ tree,
In

agony
‘

doth

bow.
—Albert

G.

Zengerle,

’09.

At the meeting of the Holy Name Society, held on January 26, the following
was read and unanimously adopted.

PROTEST

PROTEST
We, the students of St. Mary’s Institute, Dayton,
Ohio, as members of the HOLY NAME SOCIETY, in
meeting assembled, do desire to enter a solemn word
of protest against the unjust and sacreligious course
pursued by a godless government against the Church
of Christ in France.
It deeply grieves our Christian hearts to see how
these

ravenous

wolves,

the agents of Masonic

orders,

have violently cast themselves upon the defenceless
flock of Christ, intent upon its utter extinction from
the face of the earth.
In defiance of the indignant
protest of the Sovereign Pontiff, and in contempt of
the law of common justice, they have turned the minister of God

from the altar ; they have closed the doors

of the churches against the faithful; they have exiled
the noble-minded Brothers who devote their lives to
the education of youth; they have driven forth into
strange lands the gentle, self-sacrificing Sisters, those
ministering angels of the sick-chamber; nay, it is their
boast to have banished God himself from the land of
Charlemagne and St. Louis.
The bells that erst called
the faithful to prayer are now silent; the word of God
no longer resounds from the pulpit; the children of
the faith have

asked

for bread,

but there is no one to

break it to them.
France, the Eldest Daughter of the
Church, once the glory and the honor of Christendom,
has become

a byword and a scandal among the nations.

As Catholic young men of America, and as students
of a Catholic college, we desire to join our voices in
protest

against

the relentless

persecution

that

is now

being waged on our co-religionists and especially on
Catholic youth in that whilom Christian country, at
the same time breathing a hope and a prayer that Al-

mighty God will humble the enemies of His Holy
Church, and in mercy open their eyes to the error of
their ways.

WILLIAM MAHONEY, ’07,
JOHN COSTELLO, ’08,
HuGuH

Cross,

’11,
Committee

EH

January

26,

1907.
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LESSONS

FROM

HORACE

PERUSAL of some of Horace’s poems will suggest to us a few
good resolutions the utility of which cannot be overestimated.

The Roman lyrist gives us a practical counsel how to make

and keep friends: he tells us that simplicity, devotedness,
and forbearance are the surest means of multiplying true
friendship.
The poet’s simplicity was proverbial, for when
in inviting his friend, Torquatius, to dine with him, he forewarns him
jocosely of his scanty diet, composed of plain vegetables ; he even adds that
if the wealthy lawyer wishes better “he must bring it down himself.”
The bard of Tibur was of a remarkable patience towards the foibles of
his friends and as trustful in their loyalty to him as he was assured of his
own to them.
He would never indulge in babbling of their faults, nor
would he sit quietly while his friends were being disparaged:
“Love me,
love my friends,” was his rule. (Satire 1-3.)
Another practical lesson that he teaches us is contempt for riches and
honors.
Horace despised excessive wealth; his motto was to follow the
“Golden Mean.”
He counted among his patrons Augustus and Mecenas,
who would have readily enriched him with lands and money, had not the
poet showed himself alw ays a reluctant receiver. Too much praise cannot
be said of the man who preferred his humble abode on the Esquiline hill or
his Sabine farm to all the splendors of Augustus’ court.
Let us note down among our first resolutions to put in practice this wise
proverb of our poet, “Carpe diem.”
Let us heartily welcome the present
day, and enjoy all the blessings it brings, and patiently endure any evil that
might occur; above all, let us not lose our precious moments by dreaming
of an irretrievable past or an impenetrable future.
“Enjoy your time
wisely, for then only you enjoy thoroughly.
Mar not your life by constant
complaints against the gods, and the fates, and your fellow-men, for life
is too short for such idle wailings, and near at hand is the day of universal
equality when king, lord, and peasant shall be passed together in the land
across the melancholy Styx.”

We would do well to imitate our poet in his love for books.
a great part in his life.

cherished

companions.

Next

Not

to a dear friend they were

for amusement

merely,

These played
Horace’s

most

nor for the listless

luxury of the self-wrapped lounger, were they prized by him, but as searchers to correct his faults, to subdue his evil propensities, to develop his higher
nature, to purify his life, and to help him towards attaining that best of

blessings—a contented mind.

A. W. SCHAEFER, 707.
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RICHELIEU

ARDINAL RICHELIEU was no exception to the critici
sm lavyished upon all great men after their death.
Few have been so
greatly misjudged as was he. He was a churchman as
well as
a statesman, and therefore he presents a double charact
er to
the inquiring historian.
Richelieu was originally destined for
the army, but on the resignation of his brother from the
bish-

opric of Lucgon, he was appointed bishop to that diocese by Henry
IV.

This

diocese was one of the poorest in France.
He was expected to make an
appropriate entry into his episcopal city, but he had no carriage
, and. it
would have been indecorous to use a hired one; he therefore borrow
ed an
equipage from a friend.
On arriving at the episcopal palace,he found it
uninhabitable and almost beyond repair, and he was compelled to
hire
apartments and buy all necessary furniture.
Even the vestments of his
pontifical office were wanting, and he thought himself fortunate, after
a
time, in procuring them in two colors. He also found ecclesiastical
discipline and authority everywhere weakened.
To remedy the evil he called
on the Capuchins for missions, and immediately established out of his own
purse a new seminary.
Cardinal Richelieu was appointed prime minister of France in 1624.
From thenceforth he was at the head, and at once began his policy of extending and strengthening the realm.
To accomplish his purpose he had set
himself the triple task of crushing the Huguenots, overthrowing the great
vassals of the king, and decreasing the power of the Hapsburgs, both in
Germany and Italy.
The whole period of his ministry was marked by a number of conspiracies of the feudal nobility, the Queen Mother, and Anne of Austria,
the Queen.

c

Though Richelieu was a great statesman, he was proud and ambitious.
One error in his great career was that of antagonizing the House of Austria,
a Catholic country, thus working against Catholicism; but his great ambition for his country was the main cause of this misdirected activity.
While on his death-bed, when the king was paying him a farewell visit,
Richelieu said to him:
“Sire, in taking farewell of your Majesty, I have
the consolation of knowing that I leave your kingdom in a most glorious

condition, and with a greater reputation than it ever hitherto enjoyed.

All

your enemies are humiliated.”
tichelieu was a munificent

patron

of letters and

French Academy and the Jardin des Plantes.

arts, the founder of the

He died in 1642.
Frank

H. Kemprr,

08.

Old

Erin's Shamrocr.

Proud fangland boasts the queenly rose,
TPair France the lily: wears,
But Farin thro’ the ages still
“The

shamrock

green

uprears.

It tells how in the holy past,
W hen Patrick trod her meads;
Tle taught the Father, and the Son,
Rnd the Spirit that proceeds.
It tells how in some hopeful day,
FPoretold

by bard

and

seer,

ler faithful children far and wide
"Phe * Rising Sun” will cheer.
@

Erin! clasp the triple leaf
til proualy to thy breast—
‘The type of glory in the past,
Of future freedom blest
—Ben.

Freeman,

08.
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AMBITION
S

he was ambitious I slew him.”
So spoke Brutus to the
Romans after the murder of Cesar, and at first thought we
feel inclined to condone this crime.
Ambition in its worst

form

is an

inordinate

desire

to obtain

wealth

or power,

whether by legitimate or illicit means.
It was to prevent
Cesar from doing this that Brutus stabbed him.
Ambition of this description has been the ruin of many.
Seeking for
riches they have gone forward in their nefarious schemes, dead to every
sense of honor and justice, accumulating wealth, despoiling the widow and
the orphan of their very means of subsistence, defrauding the laborer of his
well-earned salary, bringing to eternal ruin the souls of innocent children,
by the production and the spreading of obscene literature, in order to increase their millions. This is the result of ambition, ambition in its worst
form. But there is also a just ambition, which is not only upright and laudable, but even necessary if a man would make any efficient progress and
achieve success.
Lacking an honest ambition, no great man would have
achieved the success he is enjoying to-day.
Ambition is an incentive to
action, a propulsive force as it were, urging, ever urging us onward to
higher and nobler efforts.
Without ambition, Addison would not have
reached the pinnacle he occupies to-day in English literature; Lincoln
would have lived and died a rail-splitter, and he would not be cherished in
the hearts of his countrymen as the second founder of the Republic.
What a pitiable object is a young man, full of health and talent, so
capable yet so listless, so indifferent, so indolent, so careless, so negligent
as to disregard all opportunities for self-improvement.
What treasures of
literature, music, and art does he not forfeit!
He makes no attempt to
cultivate his tastes by judicious reading, to cultivate pleasant manners by
observing others and practicing that charity which is the foundation of all
true refinement.
He is incapable of enjoying the higher life. His delights
are found in low, vulgar theaters and beer-shops.
How many opportunities for advancement does he not neglect, preferring
to depend upon others rather than seek his own support.
What a piteous
object, nay, what a despicable creature.
He neglects the talents God has

given him and defrauds the Giver, society, and himself of the blessings
bestowed upon him for his own and the general good. Who is to blame if
“Tuck” deserts him, who is to blame if his death is “unmourned, unhonored,
and unsung” ?
LAWRENCE J. SCHEIDLER, 709.
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GOLGOTHA
N

looking

upon

“Golgotha”

by Jan

Styka,

we

are transported

in spirit and become spectators of an event that occurred nine-

moment

teen hundred years ago.
Yet so realistically is the scene’ depicted, and so dramatically are all the performers’ brought
before us, that we fancy to be present at the awful tragedy of
Calvary, and at the climax of that greatest world-tragedy, the
of execution of the Son of God.
For four thousand years the

world had been waiting for that moment foretold by the prophets.

Jesus

has just come up from the Via Dolorosa; He has beensscourged, crowned
with thorns, buffeted and spit upon, and like another beloved Isaac, has
borne to the crest of the mount the wood whereon He is to be immolated.
He is standing beside His cross between the crosses of the two thieves. He
is listening to His death warrant being read by a Roman officer. The executioners are already casting dice over His garments; one executioner is
lifting up a bone found in ‘the hole made to receive the cross, calling to
mind -the legend that Christ was crucified on the spot where Adam lay
buried. Simon the Cyrenian, who has helped Jesus carry His cross, is
kneeling in silent worship before the Divine Sufferer.
And the Blessed
Virgin is there the Mother of Sorrows, pale and tearful, leaning upon the
faithful John.
Near her.are Martha and Lazarus.
Mary Magdalen, at
sight of the cross, has cast herself upon the ground in an agony of grief and
love. The penitent Peter is there too, come to look his last upon the Master
whom he denied with his tongue, ah, yes, but still loved in his heart.
All
these, friends of Jesus, are grouped to the right of the picture.
To the left are His enemies: the haughty leaders of the Sanhedrim,
Annas and Caiaphas, with their cur followers, rejoicing in their momentary
triumph; and a little further to the left, those who are not quite enemies,
yet neither open friends, Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus, and Gamaliel
and Saul of Tarsus, who later became Paul.
{n«the distance is the holy city, from which a countless throng is pouring to witness the execution of the famous Nazarene.
A squad of Roman

legionaries, commanded by the centurion Longinus, are keeping the multitudes in check.
A mysterious gloom is already spreading its shadowy
pinions over the landscape—only the crest of the hill where Jesus stands
is faintly illumined from above.
Our eyes again seek that majestic whiterobed figure standing there so calm, so patient and resigned, like an innocent whee amid the ravenous wolves thirsting for His ‘blood, and we can
almost fancy to hear Him repeat the touching prayer of the garden:
“Father, not my will, but thine be done!’
It is the great fiat of the
Redemption !
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Hardly any painting of modern times has been so much talked over as
this marvelous painting of “Golgotha”; it has ben viewed by thousands of
people from all over the land at the time of its exposition in Chicago, and
both clergy and laity, the rich and the poor, the artist and the connoisseur,

all join in one common chorus, “Wonderful!”

And it is truly wonderful

in its naturalness, its fidelity of detail, its masterly treatment of distance,
its startling, life-like power.
It is a silent sermon on the wickedness of

man and the love of God.

The artist has succeeded in delineating what it

is the very triumph of art to delineate, an emotion of the soul—he has
suceeded in painting suspense—the moment of suspense when the destinies
of the world hung tremblingly in the balance of divine Justice and divine
Mercy—and Mercy won.
Jan Styka, the artist, is a Pole by birth. Like Tissot, he spent several
years in the Holy Land to qualify himself for the achievement of this
colossal

work,

and

that

he has

attained

the popular verdict that “Golgotha”

CHRIST

his

heart’s

desire

is his masterpiece.
G. Marion
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’07

’08

FRED HACKMAN, ’08
FRANK Morris, ’08
Witt1aAmM O’Connor,

’08

MANAGERS
JOHN COSTELLO, ’08
FRANCIS CANNY, ’09
JERRY COSTELLO, ’09
HERBERT WHALEN, ’09

Economy is the subject of a lecture delivered recently
by the Rev. President of the Institute to the First Division,
Resident Students.
This topic, an eminently practical one
at all times, is especially opportune in a community of young people who
have not learned the value of money for having earned it, and who in consequence are liable to dispose of it wantonly and without consideration.
Not even the rich, who have amassed wealth by dint of personal endeavor
and sacrifice, are justified in squandering their fortune.
In acquiring
wealth they contract the obligation to make a careful and conscientious use
of it. The example of the Divine Master, who had temporal goods at His °
command, is typical. When He had fed five thousand men, he ordered His
Economy

disciples “to gather up the fragments that. nothing be lost.”
allow even the crumbs to be wasted.

_He would not

From this, it is readily understood that economy is an obligation of a still

more.serious

nature

for those who

are dependent

upon

others

for their

maintenance, and we cannot but censure in the most unequivocal terms the
conduct of students who squander the hard-earned savings of their parents

and are ever complaining of their weekly or monthly allowance.

Their atti-

tude should be quite the reverse; for them the parents’ desire assumes the

aspect of a strict obligation.

'They should, therefore, draw the strings tight
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about their purse, and, if necessary, open an account book every page of
which will bear the heading, “Economy is the mother of wealth.”
If, in
this manner, they control all their expenditures, even to the smallest, they
will soon realize the truth of the old English maxim: “Take care of the
pennies, and the pounds will take care of themselves.”
And, as a result,

in years to come, they will have the means to live in ease and abundance,
and will enjoy, besides, the satisfaction of having done their duty.

For a long time the world has been sorely in need of a
Esperanto

universal language, one which, by its practical utility,
would facilitate international communication, political,
commercial, and social, and, by its spirit of unification, would serve to draw
the elements of mankind more closely together.
Many attempts have been
made to formulate such a language, but not until recent years has the
problem attained any degree of solution.
Although some powers have
aspired to coerce their language upon the other countries of the globe, such.
a project must needs prove futile. It is impossible to conceive one country
submissively accepting as universal the tongue of another.
Some scientists,
in consequence, have suggested the revival of a dead language, arguing that
a dead language, being completely neutral, can be objected to by no nation.
But, when it is borne in mind that many persons, after years of diligent
study, have been unable to surmount the intricacies of Latin and Greek,
the impracticability of such a scheme is clearly apparent. What is needed,
then, is an artificial language, easy to master and entirely neutral, one that
may become the common property of the whole world. Such appears to be

the new language called Hsperanto, and formulated by a Russian linguist,
Dr. L. L. Zamenhof.
From its very beginning, Esperanto has encountered all the difficulties
that similarly attempted tongues ,have experienced, but it seems to have
been arrested by none.
And it has well merited this success, for it is a
model in its elements and phraseology, meeting all the requirements of a
perfect universal language.
Esperanto is essentially practical.
Scientifically built upon two thousand terms borrowed from the most widely spread
languages of the present day, it can be mastered in a month or two, and,
because of its universality, it is vastly superior to our own modern tongues.

To-day, when the railways and the telegraph have reduced time and distances and put into immediate communication the most distant parts of
the world, when so many people are compelled, for purposes commercial,
scientific, and otherwise, to cultivate an understanding with other nationali-

ties, such a universal language becomes almost a necessity.
‘Taken in its
ideal aspect, Esperanto aims at eliminating international strife and estab-

lishing that mutual friendship which can only be assured when all mankind

are drawn together and can communicate as one family, speaking the same
universal language.
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Esperanto holds out special inducements to the American people,
because
of our extensive foreign trade, and it is being given a warm
welcome in
this country. If Esperanto is to become a success, it will be here
in America, because of the progressive energy that is our characteristic
national
trait. Many noted philologists and linguists have already become staunch
supporters of its cause, and are actively engaged in promoting its
development.
To-day, throughout the world, more than thirty journals are published in the new universal language, and an extensive correspondence
is
carried on in it. Societies for its promulgation have been established in
many cities of the old and new world, so that at present the outlook for its
future sucess is exceedingly encouraging.
The object of Esperanto is not
to supplant the mother tongues of the various countries of the globe.
Its
sole aim is to act as an accessory, and to become a uniting international
language.
As such, it cannot but be acceptable to every nation.
This fact
explains the favor with which Esperanto has been generally received. Judging from the large number of admirers and enthusiasts that it has already
gained, it would appear that the time is not far distant when Esperanto will
be adopted as the universal language of the twentieth century.
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January

Welcome
Rey. John J. Slattery, 93, then of Nebo, Ohio, now of
Visitors
Steubenville, to pass a couple of days at the Institute. His
great interest in his Alma Mater continues unabated.
WILLIAM

January 16:
SKELTON, ’06, to introduce a new pupil;

‘THEODORE HOLLENCAMP, 799, to ask prayers for his deceased mother.
Sunday, January 20:
GEORGE BRENNAN, ’06, to talk electricity.
January 27:
President ABEL, 94, and Treasurer OrENDORF, °99, of the Alumni to
look after the new interests of Alumni Hall;
Charles Peurrung, 703, to hail with delight the new Cincinnati Association which he entered on the following day.
Sunday, February 10:
Joseph Wolf, *83, of Cincinnati, with his wife and friends, in order to
enter the ExponEeNnT family and to report that his two brothers, Herman
and William, are still well and that he is doing a prosperous business ;
RicHarp RorrerMAN, 04, to report that the Burkhardt Chair Company
has now put him “on the road” ;
Harry L. FERNEDING, 790.
February 12:
James. Hickey, *87, of Anderson, Indiana, whose two sons are’ attending

during the present term.

James has not forgotten the exciting times of

December 10, 1883, when the “Convent” was destroyed by fire.
“Hamilton

Night”

“Will

beat

nouncement

them,

that

then

appeared

feast

’em,’—such

in a local paper

was

the

an-

on the eve

before the Hamilton Y. M. C. A. quintet entered the lists
against 8. M. I.’s invincibles. The Hamiltonians put up a strenuous game,

and it seemed in the beginning that the above prediction would be reversed.
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The great crowd of 8S. M. I. rooters had begun to fear the worst; but, after
the first two baskets were made, their pent-up feelings were given vent by
bursts of wild enthusiasm.
The only two baskets made by the opposing
team must be credited to a former student of St. Mary’s, George Allison, ’98.
The unusually large gathering of Alumni and other Old Boys was due in
no small measure to the announcement that the Old Boys from Hamilton
who so royally entertained our football squad last Thanksgiving Day were
to ‘appear at the game.
A number on the musical program that especially
pleased the Old Boys, and brought back to them fond reminiscences of their
college days, was the popular 8. M. I. March.
After the game, the Hamilton delegation, together with the Alumni,
proceeded to Chaminade Hall, where they were entertained to a royal treat,

first in Alumni Hall by the Faculty, and then in the Club Room by the Athletic Association.
Games and music were enjoyed until a late hour.
All
were loath to leave, and their verdict was, “There’s no place like good old
S. M. I1., because it is all so much like home.”
The rooters at the game who happened to fall under the Alumni Editor’s
eye, are as follows: Edward Hanbuch, George Rabe, Leo Unger, CLARENCE
Hocuwaut, John Westbrock of Hamilton, Ernest Klein, Cart SHERER,
CLARENCE Kramer, Paul Kette, Rufus Wehner, Cleophas Drufner, Leo
Kramer, Harry O’Neil, Harry Recusterner, John Gockey, Eugene
Haungs from Hamilton, ALBERT 'TiMMER, Vincent Schneble, Louts MoosBRUGGER,

WILLIAM

SKELTON,

Harry

WaGeErR,.

Louis

Timmer,

Harry

Finke, Frank Kronauge, Vincent Steger, Fred Weckesser of Hamilton,
JOSEPH CRONAN, JOSEPH May, JosepH Murpny, Harry Schutz, Epwarp
Moritz, Jos—epH Horn, Victor SmitH, JOSEPH Connors, George Allison
of Hamilton, JosEpH JECKERING, George Meiler, Jomn KeMPER, ROBERT
Hayes, Herbert Finke, Hugh Wall, Henry Focke, Alphonse Janning,
Arnold Martin formerly of St. Martin’s and now of Hamilton, Jacob Klein,
Frank Focke, Ricuarp RoTTERMANN, JOSEPH CLEMENS.

Echoes of
The Alumni Editor is in receipt of a clipping of the
Hamilton
Hamilton Evening Democrat, from John G. Westbrock,
Night
°89. It runs as follows:
“The Hamilton Y. M. C: A. basket-ball team and a number of former
students of St. Mary’s Institute went to Dayton Thursday night to play
the team of St. Mary’s.
They played them.
St. Mary’s walked on them,
while the orchestra played under its breath. The final score was 23 to 12,

and it was skidoo for Hamilton.

But if the Gem

basket-ball, they could also entertain to perfection.

banqueted

the team

and

the Alumni

and everybody

City boys could play
And

they did.

They

that looked

like a

Hamiltonian, till railroad time-tables were forgotten. As a result the local
delegation never did get back—that day. Good time? Well, rather.
And
now they are all whooping it up for St. Mary’s.”—Nuf ced.

.
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Greatest of
Never was there more enthusiasm manifested by the Old
Basket-Ball — Boys for their Alma Mater’s athletics than during the past
Seasons
month; every one of the games was a splendid treat.
On January 23, St. Mary’s literally wiped the floor with the Cedarville
College bunch, rolling up four points more than the highest record ever
made in that court. One of the stars caged 24 balls from the field. Score:
80 to 0.

On January 31, our quintet met the University of Cincinnati and, though
outweighed by their giant opponents, carried off 32 points against 9.
On February 5, before an audience which occupied every available seat
and where standing room was at a premium, S. M. I. wrested the championship of Ohio from the Lima White Stars and swamped them by a score
of 42 to 19.
The Old Boys gallantly left their seats to the hundreds of
friends of the Institute that came from far and wide to witness the whirlwind.
On February 8 the Old Boys enjoyed one of the cleanest games of the
season.
The 8. M. I.’s were pitted against the genteel Piqua five, and,
though the game seemed very doubtful in the beginning, St. Mary’s de-

feated their opponents by a score of 46 to 19.
On February 12, in a bout which was more of a wrestling and boxing
match than basket-ball playing, S. M. I. outwitted both the referee
players of the Springfield Wolverines by a score of 36 to 20.
Schedule of the March games on the Institute Court:
Saturday, March 2, with Deaf Mutes of Columbus.
Thursday, March 7, with Denison University.
Friday, March 15, with Haskell Indians of Lawrence, Kansas.
Games called at 8:00 P.M.

and

They were legion at every basket-ball game.
Alma
Mater has treasured the name of every one. Besides those
who attended “Hamilton Night,” the Alumni Editor happened to recognize the following in the surging crowd:
JosEPH ABEL,
GEORGE BRENNAN, RicHarp BurKHARDT, JR., CLARENCE GOCHOEL, JOHN
Mauer of Greenville, Ep¢ar OrENDorF, Ropert Recan, Crrartes ScuvMACHER, EUGENE SCHAEFER, EpDwArD STOECKLEIN, CHARLES SCHAEFER,
BERNARD ToPMOELLER of Cincinnati, Leo Witt, Cart Winn, Cart Carpet,
The

Loyal

Rooters

Wini1am Lukaswitz, Leo Loces, Paul Banker, Robert Connelly, Ray
Carroll, Adam Deger, William Ferneding, Louis Horn, Ralph Fitzgera’d,
Gustave Froendhoff, Leo Hergenrether of Tippecanoe City, Caryl Hanauer,
Alfred Helfrich, Joseph Hirsch, John Herberger, Carl Jauch, Clarence
Klein, Robert Kastl,
Joseph Kohler, Frank and Daniel Larkin, Louis Leibold, John F. Ohmer, Sr., Otto Schaefer, Aloph Scheble, Lawrence Schiml,
Walter Thies, Leo Trimbach, William Unger, Eugene Witchger, Eugene
Zimmer, Edward Zohn, Philip and Anthony Zink.
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Pluck
That’s what a quintet of Old Boys had when they tried
Against
conclusions with the Turner Basket-Ball Team of Dayton
Luck
on Thursday, January 31, at Turner Hall.
For a long
time they kept the spectators guessing who would be the winner, for the
score at the end of the first half, which was full of snappy work, stood 6 to
6. Cronan played a star game for the Alumni, throwing five baskets from
the field and one from the foul line. However the Alumni generously gave
the victory to their opponents, who returned the compliment by entertaining them at luncheon after the game.
Final score: 15 to 20.
Line-up:
CHARLES SCHUMACHER and Louis Timmer, guards; Eugene Witchger,
center ; JOSEPH CRONAN and ALBERT TIMMER, forwards.
Alumni on the
The Old Boys are continuing their weekly practice at
Institute
the old gym and, when the game is over, seem loath for
Court
another hour, to leave the place.
The most enthusiastic
among the pill-tossers are Harry FINKE, CLARENCE KRAMER, CHARLES
ScHUMACHER, JOE CRONAN, JIMMy Moritz, Vic SmirH, Leo Kramer,
ALBERT TIMMER, JOE Horn, Louis Timmer, Herbert Finke, Ralph Fitzgerald, Vincent Schneble, Leo Unger, Eugene Witchger, and George Meiler.
All other Old Boys wishing to join either the Continentals or the Transcontinentals, are heartily welcome.
CLARENCE SFOECKLEIN, 708.

*“STHE CINCINNATI

TIMES”’’

Welcoming
the Idea

In answer to the invitation of the Reverend President
of the Institute to attend a preliminary meeting in order
to organize an association among the former students residing in Cincinnati, Covington, and surrounding localities, we were much
pleased to see, among other correspondence, the following:
“T am, at the least, very willing to be there.—(Reyv.) James Henry.”
“Will be glad to attend. Have been waiting for this for several months.
—BERNARD J. KLIMPER.”
“TY was much pleased to learn that a Cincinnati Branch of the Alumni
Association is to be organized, and shall be present at the meeting.—

JosepH H. CLASGENS.”
“T shall attend the meeting, and I hope your undertaking
cessful.—(Rev.) Joseph J. Burwinkel.”
“Will

arrange

to be present,

and trust

that

the outcome

will be suc-

will be success-

ful, both as a reward for your untiring efforts and as a benefit to S. M. I.—
A. HELLMUTH, JR.”
The First
Meeting

Tuesday evening, January 15, will long be remembered
by the Cincinnati and Covington Alumni.
On that evening they met for the first time in the offices of Attorney
Busch, Union Trust Building, Cincinnati, and discussed ways and means
to form a new association of St. Mary’s former students.
If the old-time
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college spirit manifested that evening has anything to say, the new organization will soon be abreast with its seniors. ‘The Old Boys were represented

by men of all decades of the Institute history, from 1859 to 1906.

A dele-

gation from Dayton, headed by the Reverend Louis A. Tragesser, represented the Institute. The Old Boys soon got down to business. JAMEs A.
Averpick, °70, of Covington, Ky., was elected Chairman, and ANDREW A,
HetimcutuH, °95, formerly of Chillicothe, now of Cincinnati, Secretary.
The Chairman appointed a Committee on Constitution and By-Laws, composed of Harry

C. Buscu,

96,

ANDREW

A. HELLMUTH,

795, and BERNARD

J. KirMper, 702; also a Committee on Membership, made up of Reverend
A. Frische, of the Institute, JosepH B. Sraqee, ’86, and
JosepH H. Cras-

GENS, 06.

Stirring addresses were made by the Reverend President of St.

Mary’s, the venerable Father James Henry, *65, Pastor of St. Patrick’s
Church, Cincinnati, Dr. Averdick, Harry Busch, and others.
After the
business meeting, a pleasant social hour was passed, during which the Old
Boys were in reminiscent mood and related many interesting stories of their
college days. The general tone of the meeting was what Father Henry so
earnestly expressed:
“I am heart and soul in the movement in order to
_show my appreciation and gratitude for all my Alma Mater has done for
me. I'll do for the new organization whatever lies in my power, and I hope
that the Cincinnati Association ‘will be a potent factor in promoting the
best interests of S. M. 1.”
Final

Two

weeks later, on Tuesday,

January

29, the final or-

Organization — eanization of the association was effected in the law offices
of Mr. Busch.
A number of those who attended were
“flood sufferers,” who forgot for the moment their business troubles in order
to manifest their loyalty to the Institute by contributing to organize, on a
solid basis, the proposed Association.
Others, unavoidably detained by the
ravaging waters of the Ohio River, sent messages of good-will, welcoming
most heartily the new foundation.
Intimate cordiality and enthusiastic
devotedness to their Alma Mater characterized the meeting of those representative Old Boys of St. Mary’s, some of whom had seen the humble beginnings of the Institute, while others had attended during the thriving period
of these

last decades.

There

were

men

of all

avocations,

both

clergy

and

laity, all united in staunch loyalty to good old S. M. I. The reports of the
different committees were received, and showed that the committeemen had
done excellent work.

Membership

“the

The principal work of the meeting was the discussion of
Constitution and By-Laws.
The article on member-

ship, in particular, was dwelt upon at considerable length.
The wide experience of some of the older members was an abundant source
of information, though there was no dearth of good views from the younger
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generation.
Notwithstanding the lively tilt of opinions during the long
deliberations, there was not a dissenting vote on the last reading of the

article:

To serve best the interests of St. Mary’s and of the members, it

_ Was agreed that the new organization should comprise all the former students of the Institute, who had attended at least one full term and whose

class had completed the prescribed course of studies or had been graduated.
The association will be known as “The Cincinnati Association of Former
Students of St. Mary’s Institute.”

The

Election

election

was

fraught

thusiasm and was unanimous.
tute, as well as the Alumni

with

much

interest

and

en-

The Faculty of the Instiof Dayton

and elsewhere, are

highly pleased with the results, for they realize that the new officers are

not only able representatives, but also energetic and enthusiastic workers.

Plans for the

The second Monday

Future

of each month

was chosen as the

regular meeting time for the members of the Association.
At all times the Cincinnati Alumni will be on the lookout
for new members.
A complete list of the thousand and more former students hailing from the Queen City and surrounding localities is on file in
the law office of Harry Busch, whose elegant suite of rooms, in the Union
Trust Building, Cincinnati, will be used temporarily as the place of meeting. All Old Boys are invited to examine the list and to give what information they can as to addresses.
As soon as each Old Boy is located, he will
be invited to join the Association.

Organization
The Committee on Organization and Social Affairs will
and Social —_ be a very important factor in the success of the Association.
Affairs
A glance at the personnel of this committee assures us that

there will be something doing.

The Connecting
Link

—' The official organ of the Association is THE EXPONENT,

by unanimous vote.
Very complimentary remarks were
made on the “Longfellow Number,” which had just been
mailed, and the subscription department was given quite a little work.

Reminscences
Many

After the business of the meeting had been disposed of,
- the Old Boys gave themselves up to an hour of those good
old stories that begin, “I remember,”

an incident was related of the days when

or, “I’ll never forget.”

board

and tuition was

eighty dollars; when soup was not at a premium as it is now; when the
Brother Prefect took pride in showing the students how far beyond Shakertown or how near Xenia they could get on a Thursday afternoon walk, and
when good old Brother Zehler, “the students’ friend,” was often called upon
to lighten their burden.

OFFICERS

CHARTER MEMBERS

of the

of the

ASSOCIATION

ASSOCIATION

’

JAMES A, AVERDICK, '70, M.D.

Pevensiid Jats Frent ys.[69

President

Anthony Rasche, ’69
Dr. JAMES A, AVERDICK,

’70

Joseph B. Stagge, ’86
Huon L. Conaway. '89
JOHN

A.

HILLER,

ANDREW

Ray. Jag Henny, “05

A, A. Hietianure, 105
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A.

C.

George

Dancer,

M.
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Y
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AFFAIRS

’69

L. Conway, ’89
one
ty
Joseph H. Clasgens, ’06

HARRY

C.
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Chairman

'96

Buscn,

’95

’96

.’96

Culver,

’97

J, A. rntee, BG. 108 | Lawrence Werner, '9%
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BERNARD
SOCIAL

HELULMUTH,,

HARRY
John

793

pga
Albert

J.

KLIMPER,

‘02

¥ CWB OF
Heile,

’04

Henry G. Janszen, ’04
CHARLES F.. FREEMAN,

’05

JosEPH H. CLASGENS, ’06
BERNARD

TOPMOELLER,

’06

ALBERT

J. KEMPER,

President

*

of the

Chicago Alumni

MEMBERS

OF THE

CHICAGO

CLUB

IN ALUMNI

HALL

FRONT Row—(Standing:) J. Ernst, 710. (Seated on the Davenport:) P. Wenigman, ’07, President of the Club; W. Schoen, ’07, Secretary (and a brother to our two Alumni, EDWARD, 03,
and ALEX, ’04); Joseph Windbiel, ’17, the oldest hopeful of our JOSEPH C. WINDBIEL, ’92. (The
Chicago

Benjamin

takes

special

interest

REAR—(Standing:) C. Wagner, 709: F.
Kampp, 714; C. Rapp, 715: J. Heer, 710; C.
Kemper, 712, another brother to ALBERT
to JOSEPH A. ZANGERLE, ’94.
N. B.—The above cut exhibits all the

in

the

quondam

‘“‘model”

of

Miss

Forepaugh

Mouse.)

Kemper, ’08, a brother to President KEMPER, ’94; H.
Hermann, 708; A. Friedrichs, ’10; V. Stauder, 715; M.
KEMPER; H. Vogeler, ’i8; E. Zangerle, ’11, a brother

present furnishings of Alumni

Hall.
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The first regular monthly meeting of the Cincinnati
Association took place on Monday, February 11, when
new members were admitted. The meeting was very cor-

next

one

will

take

place

on

the

second

Monday

1420-26 Union Trust Building.

of

March,

A. REGAN, 707.

HERE

AND

THERE

Such was the word gracefully, yet unostéentatiously, em-

“Chicago”

—_ hossed upon a splendid piece of furniture concerning which
the

following

letter

is self-explanatory

:

“Cuicaco, January 19, 1907.
“DEAR FATHER TRAGESSER:—<As president of the Chicago Section of
the S. M. I. Alumni, it has become my pleasant duty to inform you of a
httle surprise which we have had in store for Alumni Hall during the past
weeks, and which has finally been consummated in the form of a beautiful
‘Davenport’ made in the factory of one of our Alumni, namely, of the
Zangerle and Peterson Company.
“We present this piece of furniture to Alumni Hall with our sincerest
greetings of success and prosperity and with a prayer for God’s choicest

blessings upon our Alma Mater.
:
“We also hope that, a start having now been made in the way of furnishing Alumni Hall, the good work will be continued by our fellow Alumni,
so that, when we attend the 1907 Commencement next June, we will find a
room elegantly furnished and in such style as is becoming to an association
like ours. I am also authorized to say that several of our Chicago members
have some idle money lying dormant, waiting to be aroused by the spirit of
enthusiasm and action, so that, when a call for ‘Alumni Hall Funds’ is sent
out to the various members of the Alumni, you may rest assured that
‘Chicago’ will respond at once with heart, hand, and purse.

“With respects to yourself and to all the members of the Faculty from all
the members of the Chicago Alumni, I beg to remain
“Most sincerely and fraternally,

“ALBERT J. KEMPER.”
Any comment upon
eloquent simplicity.

“Our Entire
Membership”

this beautiful

letter

would

mar

the

effects

of its

The Alumni Editor is in receipt of the following characteristic note: “In answer to your inquiry as to the contributors to our gift for Alumni Hall, I am much pleased

to state that our entire membership responded.
*Fraternally yours,
“ALBERT J. KEMPER.”
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Larer.—On the list of donors to the Chicago gift we have the pleasure
of placing Epwarp T. LictttENrEts, °99, then of Richmond, Indiana, but
now of Chicago, where he is in the employ of the Illinois Central Railroad
Company.
Ed was recently admitted as a full-fledged member of the

Alumni Section in the Windy City.
Just

“Justly Proud”

one

year

:
ago

the

following

“Alumni

peared in the March issue of Tur Exponent:

Note”

ap-

“It is a

:
source of special satisfaction for us to state that the Chicago Alumni are an organization of which any college could feel justly
proud.
They always show a keen and practical interest in their Alma
Mater: look at the numerous students that every year, and this year in
particular, represent the great metropolis of the West at the Institute.
They hold frequent and well-attended social and business meetings, and
enjoy a high reputation in the community.”
The ’07 Alumni Editor heartily endorses every word of his predecessor.
In fact, the recent donation gives a peculiar emphasis to the above quotation.

“Ad Multos
Annos”

With these closing words one of our Alumni of the Class
of *04, writes:
“St. VINCENT’s

“DEAR FRIEND:

:

SEMINARY, Brarty, Pa.,
“January 12, 1907.

It is with great satisfaction and a feeling of gratitude

towards my Alma Mater that I renew my subscription to THe Exponent.
Your magazine has indeed attained a high standard during its short existence of four years.
Accept my congratulations for your success.
I hope
that Tue Exponent will ever remain a ‘shining light’ for the Old Boys
as well as for the Young Boys at present attending dear old S. M. I.
“The December number is receiving very favorable comment here.
A
graduate from Holy Cross College, Worcester, Mass., formerly an editor of
the Holy Cross Purple, considers this issue ‘the height of college journalism’ and the ‘acme of perfection.’. With best wishes, I remain
“Yours faithfully,

“A. C. ANGEL.”
Wedding Bells

On last Thanksgiving Day Epwarp M. Kanor, 01, joined

hands with Miss Olive B. Platts, of Toronto, Canada, for
better and for worse.
The marriage ceremony was performed by Father Dore, the Pastor of St. Mary’s Church, West Chicago,
our ever-faithful Epwarp M. Mituer, 794, of Chicago, acting as best man.
The groom was formerly a Dayton Alumnus, but at present belongs to the

Chicago Section and contributed his good share towards the buying of the

“Davenport.”

For the last five years he has been with the extensive Western

Electric Company, where he is one of the heads in the engineering drafting
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department.
The Alumnus who sends us these details adds, “The Chicago
Boys are proud of him.”
Another prominent Chicago Alumnus is preparing a pleasant surprise for
his many friends, but the romance, we are well informed, is to end in no
less a place than Dayton next September.
Eimer J. Berek, 00, then of Dayton, was married on February 5 to Miss
Mary Brannon of Indianapolis, Indiana, at a Nuptial Mass in St. Patrick’s
Church, of which Right Reverend O’Donaghue, the Auxiliary Bishop of
Indianapolis, is the Pastor.
Elmer’s faithful classmate, JosepH Connors,
°00, worthily represented the Alumni at the beautiful wedding and acted
as best man.
The newly married couple have set up their tent in Oshkosh,
Wisconsin, where Elmer holds a lucrative position with the Foster Lothmann Company.
Mrs. Bergk spent a number of days‘in the Gem City

shortly before her marriage, and paid a pleasant visit to her future’s Alma

Mater on January 13, making everywhere a host of friends. “It’s the time
of your life just now, Old Boy ‘Daffy,’ ” to have a good photo made.
Send

it in care of S. M. I.

Another wedding took place in the-same Hoosier State on the same Tuesday, February 5, when Howard Makley, 01, became husband of Miss Berdie
Zuber, a prominent young lady of Washington.
Rey. Father Doyle, Pastor
of St. Simon’s Church, performed the ceremony.
Howard is a well-known
Dayton boy and a brother of Watrer L. Maxey, ’01.
The Alumni Editor, in the name of St. Mary’s Institute, asks God’s
choicest blessings upon the young people in the new life they have so happily
entered upon.

In Memoriam

It is our sad duty to announce

the death

of a staunch

friend of St. Mary’s Institute, Mrs. Anna Hollencamp, the

mother of two graduates, THEopors, 799, and BERNARD, 705.

Although her death was rather sudden, she was well prepared for it by an
exemplary life and by the Last Sacraments. Prayers were offered at the

Institute Chapel by the students for the repose of her soul, and the funeral
was attended by the Reverend President as well as by a number of Alumni
and other Old Boys.
At the moment of going to press we hear of the demise of another model
Catholic woman, the mother of our Alumnus Tros. J. Heriine, ’88. Tom,
who was formerly of Dayton, had to come all the way from Montana to

attend the funeral, which was held from Holy Rosary Church of this city.
We have just been sadly surprised at the intelligence that one of the
most enthusiastic members of the Cincinnati Association, Anthony Rasche,
°69, is mourning the loss of the beloved companion of his life, who died after
The deceased had manifested much interest in the
a very short illness.
Association which her husband had just entered. At the present writing we
have no further details concerning her death.
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In extending our heartfelt sympathy to our four Old Boys,
mend the deceased ones to the prayers of our readers.

“The
Columbia”

we

recom-

It was more than a pleasant surprise when we found on
our Exchange table the January issue of a magazine concerning which the “Notre Dame Scholastic” of Notre Dame

University, speaks as follows: “We welcome The Columbia,
No. 1, from the University of Fribourg in Switzerland.
The
is a regular American

college paper, edited by the American

Vol. L,
Columbia
students

of

that renowned institution. The first number speaks well for the courage of
the members of the ‘Columbia Reading Circle.” ‘You have made good’ from
the start, and, although you know it, it is nevertheless well to say so.”

The

magazine is not only arch-American from its beautiful emblematic cover
to its last page, but also S. M. I. from its interesting frontispiece, “Colum-

bia,” on which appears our Old Boy, Herman

Cable, ’81, now a priest, to

the “Alumni Notes” about “Old Boys” and to the Editorial Staff in which
we were delighted to see as Editor-in-Chief, Wirt1am M. O’Matey, B.A.,
°01, and his associate editor, Lawrence A. Yeske, M.A., 702. A most cordial
and fraternal handshake over the brine to you, “Columbia.”
Three cheers
for the Red, White, and Blue.
Harry Anssury, 708.,

NUGGETS

Cleveland’s
It’s “Thomas J. Coughlin, City Auditor” now,—with
City Auditor — special stress on the “auditor.” Mayor Tom L. Johnson
left the street railways alone long enough to lift our Forest

City Old Boy into the City Auditorship in the early part of February.

Our

‘Tom began his public career at the age of twenty-one, casting his first vote
for himself, and he won, becoming a niember of the Cleveland City Council.

Later on he was seated in the State Legislature. Tom has certainly found
the key to success. Maybe he can tell us where there’s another like it—but
wait and ask him on next June
The

Alumni Hall

Alumni

18.
Hall

Committee

met

after

the

game

with,

the Lima White Stars.
The chairmen of the: following
classes were present: *85, *86, ’87, 93, °95, 796, 798, °99,

02, °03, 704, ’06, and also of the honorary snaea bese:

ieitor they eal aaaad

and discussed ways and means of relieving the historic plainness of Alumni
Hall, they went downstairs to the Chaminade Club-room, where they greeted
the basket-ball players who had just tied down the State Championship

with

the “Red and Blue” ribbons. After the Dayton Alumni had gone, Si Maher
entertained the Young Boys with Greenville jokes, seasoned with stories
of those days when Charlie Bancroft of Columbus, John Slattery of Nebo,
Fred Neuman of New Philadelphia,
James P. Calhoun of Kentucky, and
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Harry Busch of Cincinnati, were the heroes.
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The “Midnight Closing Act”

was put in force, and Si stretched his six-foot-two for a good sleep at the
old school. Si is one of our most loyal Alumni, and, while “Alumni Organization” is on the boom, here’s hoping he’s the first President of the Greenville Bunch.

The next meeting of the Alumni Hall Committee will be after the game
with the Deaf Mutes of Columbus, March 2.
Home Run
Haggerty II

THomas R. McDONNELL, 89, writing to a friend at the
J[nstitute, who is a student from Chattanooga, Tennessee,
says: “I shall be glad to hear from you often, as a letter

from St. Mary’s Institute always awakens happy memories in me...

.

If

there are any of the Brothers in charge, who remember me, give them my

regards, and tell them that I often recall with pleasure the home-runs and
three-bagger drives I used. to line out from home plate on the baseball diamond. “My number at the Institute was 106, and it has been my laundry
mark ever since. I presume some of those laundrymen think that I am a
“Dago’ or a former inmate of some criminal institution.
However, the
number suits me, and you can give my regards to the student holding it at
present.”
Tom R. is the hustling New Orleans agent for the large Casey

& Hedges Iron Works, of Chattanooga, Tennessee.

The historic battlefield

of those baseball games is still there, but various improvements, valued at
more than two thousand five hundred dollars, have made it somewhat dif-

ferent from what it was when Tom swung the hickory around the old home
plate. The changes for the better are so great that now people have to
pay to see a slugger, like Tom, on it.

The Latest

A. REGAN, 707.

The Chicago Alumni Banquet and the “Columbus
Night” doings are two recent events which will be duly
noticed in the next issue. They were so pleasant and so

successful in every respect that we feel we cannot, at the moment
to press, pay them the attention they deserve.

The Alumni

of going

Hall Committee is still dunning us for the photos of the

following: G. Powers, 793; E. Yockry, 96; J. Hayss, 98; J. Zorn, ’00;
and this poor, obliging Alumni Editor, who has been worked almost to
death, cries out in despair, “Is there no kind, feeling reader of THE Ex-

PONENT in this wide world to lend us a helping hand?”
photos, help, and sympathy to
Yours hoping against hope,
THE

ALUMNI

EDITOR

OF THE

Address

EXPONENT,

St. Mary’s

Institute,

Dayton, Ohio.

all

THE

HIGHEST

HONORS

S.:M.

I.

FOR

EXPONENT

JANUARY

Collegiate

EXAMINATION

Department

pemiOr TOES ss; 5.
oe a eas Charles Whalen, 92; Clement Wulf,
A UMLOL TICTLGEBR 85 Ss
William P. O’Connor, 93; Harry Ansbury,
Sophomore Letters.............Albert Zengerle, 91; John P. Georges,
Freshman Letters.......... Fred Grundtisch, 92; Ralph Wollenhaupt,
Senior Science
Daniel Moran, 90; John Zuber,
Junior Science
Benjamin Freeman, 92; Frank Kemper,
Sophomore Science
Charles Wagner, 94; Walter Steuer,
Freshman Science
Fred Dister, 92; Wilbert Youngman,

Dt

a

es ae cde

Business I

89
91
91
90
86 92
92
92

Charles O’Brien, 91; Arcadius Maher, 90

Richard W. Scheiber, 93; Godfrey G. Topmoeller, 91
High

School

Fourth High

Department.

tobert Solimano, 95; Ignatius Hart, 95

Third High

Columbus Adams, 95; Matthias Kemper, 94

Second High
tie PE

a

GS

Robert Myers, 97; Philip Fleck, 97
Robert Gray, 95; Harry Kampp, 95

aie dw ae ate ek
Preparatcry

Department

Edwin Bradmiller, 96; Walter Zuber,
George Gonzalez, 97; Edward Ernstes,
RARER AIRE AG Ss
Saas eo ease Florenz Krumm, 96; William Kuntz,
Sixth Grade B
Hubert Wehner, 96; Alexander Eckley,

94
96
95
94

CHRONICLE

Francis
MacMillan

When Francis MacMillan, the renowned violinist, appeared at the Victoria Theater on January 18, a delegation

of the Institute
perform.

Band

and

Orchestra

went

to hear him

The boys shared the enthusiasm of the entire audience and were

loud in their praises over the wonderful productions of the great artist.
Oar!
Friday, January 25, the members of the Senior classes
Electricians — yjsited the extensive plant of the Dayton Light and Power
Go to See
Co.
Brother Adam gave them an interesting explanation

of the new steam-turbine, lately installed in the plant.
is

This new invention

a most powerful means of converting mechanical energy into electricity,

THE

so powerful indeed, that
the respectful distance of
produce some effect upon
our theoretical knowledge
make, in the near future,
ments of which the “Gem
The “Big Stick”

Man

Mr.

S.

several
thirty
them.
more
similar
City”

M.

F.
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of.our classical students present kept at
feet from the turbine, for fear it might
Practical knowledge of mechanics makes
concrete and interesting, and we hope to
visits to Some of the other large establishis so justly proud.

S. A. Baldus, ex-editor of “Men

and Women,”

but

better known now as the editor of “The Big Stick,” gave

a lecture at Notre Dame Academy, on Sunday, January 20.
The subject entitled, “American Humorists,” appealed to the boys, and a

goodly number went to hear the speaker.

Some of the smaller boys expected

something very funny, but they were deceived.
Mr. Baldus did not tell us
funny things, and yet he gave us a lecture both interesting and instructive,
and all who assisted were perfectly satisfied.
Besides the lecture, we admired the pretty little lecture room of the academy, handsomely decorated
for the occasion with ferns and flowers. After the lecture the kind Sisters
invited us to go through the buildings; we were sorry that a want of time
hindered us from accepting the invitation.
Our: flourishing Division Band is composed at present
of seventeen members, all of whom are uniformed and are
making giant strides in mastering their respective instruments.
We also contribute our share towards strengthening the 8. M. I.
Band, as seven members of our Band have been admitted to active participation in the “Big Band.”
On Thursday afternoon, February 7, we had a twofold celebration in our
club-room: the first public appearance of our Band in the new uniforms,
and the presentation of a pennant of championship to the “Champions,”
one of our football teams of the last season. The club-room had been tastily
decorated for the occasion by Masters C. Frederick, E. Sullivan, G. Jacoby,
P. Fleck, and Th. Coakley.
The Band was at its best and earned for itself
and its devoted and untiring leader, Bro. Louis Vogt, repeated applause and

Third Division

cheer upon cheer.

After the sweet strains of the first piece had died away,

our Prefect, Bro. Fred, stepped forward and, holding the prize pennant in
his hand, made a short but very appropriate presentation speech.
He
emphasized especially the many moral and physical advantages of clean

and healthful athletic sports. Master A. Holbrock, the staunch captain of
the “Champions,” responded very gracefully, and taking up the pennant
led his valiant and victorious warriors in the grand march around the clubroom, keeping step to the martial strains of our famous band.

Lunch and general merry-making were next in order, and after ev ery one
Seika had got his ‘ ‘what’s the matter with —?” the ‘pleasant event came
to'a close. Here’s to the next pennant-presentation after the basket-ball

season !
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Division lads enjoyed

a delightful evening

Fourth Division jn the physical laboratory, watching the wonderful
trical performance

given

by Bro.

Adam

Hofmann.

elecFor

many it was the first time they experienced shocks. After having admired
for a long while the professor pulling big long sparks out of his chin and
from the tip of his nose, the boys were afraid to look at each other for fear
of seeing a spark shoot into their eye.

When they were made to see their

hands through the X-ray apparatus, their wonderment knew no bounds.
One tot probed his fingers to make sure that the flesh still encompassed the
bones. The boys are most grateful to Bro. Adam for his kindness in giving
them this entertainment.
WILLIAM OBERMEIER, 707.

SOCIETIES

|

On Saturday, February 22, at a meeting of the St.
Aloysius Branch of the Sodality, Third and Fourth Divisions of Boarding Students, four new aspirants were ad-

Sodality

mitted, eight aspirants became candidates, and three new officers were
elected, thus completing the council. The new officers are: Edwin Zangerle
of Chicago, Wiro Pulskamp of Celina, and Walter Zuber of Columbus.

The Sodality of the First Division of Non-Resident Students have elected
new officers for the second term as follows:
Harry Solimano
Prefect
TROy UMD Siac
Frank Morris
Fred Bradmiller
Arthur Kramer

The

Peter's Pence
the

highest

ee Oe

sum

ee

First Assistant
Second Assistant
Secretary
‘Treasurer

collected for Peter’s

Pence

during

the month

of January is $23.94. This is a marked improvement on
December. This time all the classes participated. So far

average

was

always

found

in

the

Collegiate

Department.

Spurred on by our remarks in the December number, the Third Year High
has taken the pennant to the High School, with an average of 16 cents.
The Sophomore Science class leads the Collegiate Department with 14.8
cents, whilst the highest average of the Preparatory Department belongs
again

to the

Seventh

Grade

with

12

cents.

The

total for the past five

months of the school year is $110.86. Undoubtedly most of the acts of
mortification that the boys will perform during Lent will affect the Peter’s
Pence for March.

A French proverb says.

“Qui donne aux pauvres prete

au Bon Dieu.” We think it will apply to the Holy Father as well, and say:
“Who gives to the Pope, lends to God,” and the Divine Master pays high
interest for all we lend him.

Witi1am

P. O’Connor, 708.
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During the past month two of our comrades, VINCENT
R. I. P.

Vain, 710, of Cleveland, Ohio, and PAuL WENIGEMAN, 707,
of Chicago, Illinois, were called to their homes, to assist at

the last moment of their sisters. The faculty and students of St. Mary’s
sympathize with our comrades and their families in their sad bereavement,
and recommend the dear departed to the prayers of the readers of the
EXPONENT.

WILLIAM
On January

Phi Tau Sigma

Phi

Tau

14, a “Newman”

Sigma

OBERMERER,

707.

meeting was held by the

literary society.

The

roll-call was

re-

sponded to by quotations from the author of the evening.
The debate, “Resolved, That the Essay offers a wider field than the Short

Story,” was won by John Costello and Clarence Stoecklein in support of
the Essay.
Their opposition, Frank Carrig and Ed. Mayl, put up a good
defense.
Papers on Cardinal Newman were read by Benj. Freeman and
W. P. O’Connor and proved very interesting.
Voluntary recitations were
called for and a goodly number of members responded.
The members of
this circle show considerable zeal in regard to literary work, and their meetings are always enjoyable.
Sophomore

The members

of the Sophomore Letters Class have done

their part toward the celebration of the Longfellow Cen-

Oracle

tenary by dedicating the February issue of their paper,
Each student contributed an
“The Oracle,” to the great American bard.
and criticism of “The Courtsummary
A
works.
poet’s
the
of
one
on
essay
ship of Miles Standish,” by John Georges, elicited much praise for the excellent manner in which the subject was treated. Likewise an article on “The
Skeleton in Armor,” by Leon Deger, and another on “The Blind Girl of
Castle Cuille,” by Joseph. Pflaum, were handled in a masterly way and are
deserving of special mention, as also an illustrated acrostic on “Evangeline,”
As a whole the “Longfellow Number” of the “Oracle”
by A. Zengerle.
was a good issue.
We

Freshman

welcome

the

Freshman

Chronicle,

the

most

recent

addition to the list of class papers of the Institute. The
Chronicle
Freshman Letters Class is the cradle of all class papers at
the S. M. L., and this year’s representatives of the class are keeping up an
old

tradition

in

establishing

their

paper.

And

Freshman Chronicle will not be least in merit.
took place February 5, with the following results:
Vincent

Vail

PONE

John O’Connell

last

in

eo

1

....,

ss

age

the

The election of the staff
Editor-in-Chief

Literary Editor
Sporting Editor

Fred. Grundtisch
Linus Wissel
Dieta

though

Co ene eee oe Joke

Editor

Class Historian
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number of the Chronicle will be read February 25.
not boasting of what the merit of this first number
convinced that the some-time editors of the Academie
710, will produce a creditable paper, for they will bear
“Volo ergo valeo.”
We wish them success.

Freshman

Though
is going
Chroniin mind

On account of the examination, there was no edition of

Record

the “Freshman Record” for J anuary.
Early in February
the election of the new staff took place, with the following
results:
Editor-in-Chief, Wilberd Youngman; Class Historian, Joseph
Mahoney; Class Artist, John Ohmer; Associate Editors, Walter Norris,
Hans Amann, Fred Dister. The members of the class have, of late, shown
great interest for literary work, and the new staff expect “to go” the old one,
one better, in the editing of the “Record.”

S. M. I.

A special meeting of thé Circle was held Tuesday, Feb-

Business Circle

yuary 5, to elect officers. for the second term.
Mr. John
Clark presided at the meeting. The following officers were
elected:
President, William Pflaum; Secretary, Charles O’Brien; Treasurer, Clem Rossenbach ; and Librarian, Robert Moore.
Bro. George Schneider, the moderator, in a short address, congratulated
the members upon their efforts in the past and wished them still greater
success for the future.
Bro. Anthony Weber, the vice-moderator, lauded
the ability of the Business Course boys, both in studies and in athletics, and
said that they realized the “mens sana in corpore sano.”
The date for the next meeting was set for March 4. The principal number of the program will be the debate: “Resolved, That capital punishment
should be maintained.”
Messrs. A. Maher and R. Scheiber will uphold the
affirmative against Messrs. W. H. O’Connor and C. Quigley. Messrs. Maher
and O’Connor’ have already given us proof of efficiency in oratory and
debate. The meeting promises to be both instructive and entertaining.

S.M.I. Band

The Third Division Band lost two members, namely,
Carl Rett and Louis Greif, while Peter Quigley was recently admitted as a member.
Clarence Quigley was ad-

vanced to the First Division of the Resident Students, and handed in his
resignation as Vice-President of the Second Division Band.
Fred Top-

moeller was elected to fill the vacancy.

All the members are practicing hard to become proficient: Those deserving special mention are Edward Janszen on the Baritone, Lawrence Janszen

and Richard Scheiber on the Sliding Trombone,
Snare Drum,
Cymbals.

Bells,

etc.,

and

Clarence

Quigley

Charles Herman
on

the

Bass

on the

Drum

and

In

Your

Charity

Pray for the Repose of the Soul of

Francis J. Logsdon
A profound shadow of gloom was cast over the Faculty and Students,
when, on Monday,
February
18, Francis J. Logsdon,
a member
of the
Senior Class, became suddenly ill, and was taken away even before his
family

and

Frank

friends

had

could

been

be

ailing

apprised

for

a

of

few

his

days,

illness.
but

was

able

to

be

about,

and

his affliction was supposed to be of little consequence.
About eight o'clock,
however, he began to complain of a severe pain in the back, and at eight
fifty-five his pure soul, fortified by the Sacraments of the Church, fell into
a

peaceful

sleep

to

awake

in

the

happiness

of

a

better

life.

Medical

attendance

had been immediately summoned, but the patient was beyond
assistance from human agencies upon the arrival of the physician, who
pronounced death due to spinal meningitis.
On
Monday
evening
Mr.
Lloyd
Logsdon,
the afflicted
father of our
departed
the

fellow-student

transfer

of

the

arrived

body

to

in

Dayton,

Columbus

and

made

the

following

on

arrangements

for

day.

The remains lay in state in the reception hall until eight-fifteen, Tuesday morning, when
solemn funeral services were held in the Institute
Chapel.
The Requiem High Mass was celebrated by Rev. Louis A. Tragesser, President of the College, assisted by Rev.
Bernard P. O'Reilly, as
deacon,

John

and

Zuber,

Regan,

Rey.

James

Daniel

members

of

P.

Canning,

Moran,
his

Rex

class,

as

sub-deacon.

Emerick,

were

Joseph

pall-bearers.

Messrs.

John

Fernedir g,
Six

members

Monnig,

and
of

Arthur

the

S.

I. Band,
Messrs. Clement
Rossenbach,
Vincent
Vail, Joseph
Heer,
dinand Koch, Harry Ritter, and Alfred Friedrichs, acted as honorary
bearers.
The

Band

played

a

funeral

march

whilst

the

cortege

proceeded

M.

Ferpallto

the

Chapel.
After the services the Faculty
and Student-body
escorted the
mortal remains to the park entrance of the Institute, where the sad strains
of the cornet sounded a last adieu to our departed comrade as he was
borne from our midst to be conveyed to his last resting-place, in Columbus.
Frank Logsdon was born March 19, 1885; he entered St. Mary’s Institute

in

September,

1905,

and

would

have

graduated

in

June.

He

was

prom-

inent among his associates for his piety, diligence, and amiability.
As a
musician he was exceptionally gifted, being the foremost member of the S.
M. I. Band and Orchestra.
Frank is survived by his parents and one sister, who have the Sympathy
of

an

their

host

obedient

of

friends

and

loving

in

son

the

and

great

misfortune

brother.
Be iP.

that

has

taken

from

them

RESOLUTIONS
Wuereas, it has pleased Almighty God, in His
dom, to call unto Himself our beloved classmate,

FRANCIS

infinite

wis-

J. LOGSDON

Wuereas, the deceased had endeared himself to all his teachers, comrades, and friends, by his exemplary conduct, his amiable
disposition, and his sincere piety, and
Wuereas, we deem it most befitting to express to his bereaved
family the sentiments of our profound sympathy, therefore be it
Resolved, that we, the members of the Senior Class, the Band,
and the Sodality, have three Solemn High Masses offered for
the repose of the soul of our departed friend. And be it further
Resolved, that these Resolutions be spread upon the files of
the S. M. I. Exponent, and a copy be transmitted to the bereaved
family of our departed friend and comrade.
WituiaAM MAHONEY,
PauL WENIGMAN,
Rex Emerick,
JOHN ZUBER,
ARTHUR

REGAN,

Committee.
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The Division Bands are all uniformed and present a splendid appearance.
Concerts were given on February 22 in the Division Club Rooms.
No

effort has been spared to make them a success.

The 8. M. I. Band gave concerts at ten basket-ball games since the opening of the new year.
Judging from the applause given the Band, the
Band is surely popular with the spectators at the games.

In the Fourth Division, “concerts”
making decided hits.

by the Fife and Drum
FRANK

Corps

are

Morris, ’08.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Library

The Librarian of the Institute makes grateful acknowl-

edgment to Bro. Joseph H. Fink, of New York City, for
the donation

of a valuable

library

set of illustrations

of

Poe’s poems.

Museum

The Curator of the Museum

hereby expresses his grate-

ful acknowledgment to the following friendly contributors

to his department:
Mr. Ferdinand Sitt, of Chicago, for lead and zinc ores from Galena, Ill.
Mr. W. E. Morris, of Dayton, Ohio, for specimens of cotton and products,
Mr. J. H. Klein, proprietor of the Gem City Poultry Yards, for skin of
pheasant.
' Mr. J. A. Caplinger, of Dayton, Ohio, for fossils from Indian mound,
Adams County.
Bro. L. Leduc, of Nagasaki, Japan, for Japanese butterflies.
Bro. A. Walter, of Tokio, Japan, for coleoptera of Japan.
Bro. G. Ott, of Baltimore, Md., for skin of horned owl.
Brothers of St. Anthony’s School, St. Louis, Mo., for coins and curios
from the St. Louis World’s Fair.
Brothers of Holy Cross School, Columbus, Ohio, for a mounted alligator.
E. Kerber and J. Widman, of St. Louis, Mo., for old coins.
H. Hollencamp Sons Co., of Dayton, Ohio, for process of button manufacture.
Julius Falk, of Columbus, Ohio, for curios.
. George Gonzalez, of Mexico City, for a hand-woven Mexican garment.
Frank Holters, of Covington, Ky., for pebble formations and old coins.
Fred Grundtisch, of Alexanderville, Ohio, for old coins.
Albert Kranz, of Toledo, Ohio, and W. Zuber, of Columbus, Ohio, for
postage stamps.
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ASSOCIATION

The Athletic Association held several meetings since the beginning of
the year, the proceedings being mainly devoted to routine business referring
to the basket-ball games.
The financial standing is such that any organization may be proud of, and enables the various teams to meet the best that

the country can afford.

The enormous

crowds

at the basket-ball games

are a result of the capably directed campaign of the advertising committees,
who keep interest in the sport continually alive by their excellent work.
Messrs. Costello, Zuber, and Weber form the reserved seat committee, and

the success of this novelty at the games is all due to them.

In the meeting

of January 8, Mr. John Zuber was elected baseball manager, and a comprehensive schedule has been arranged by him for the champion nine of 07.

FIRST

S. M. I. vs.

Hamilton
¥.M.C.A.

DIVISION

(Resident

Students)

Taken from Dayton Daily Journal, J anuary 18, 1907:

The fast St. Mary’s Institute five added another victory
— to their credit last night when they met and defeated the

strong Hamilton Y. M. C. A. team in one of the fastest games of the season.

The local collegians played a fast and aggressive game from start to finish,

and outclassed the visitors in all departments of
Mahoney put up a magnificent game at center and
Rossenbach and Pflaum, both of whom played a star
tonians were accorded a reception and banquet after

loath to leave the college when train time came.
S. M. I1.—24

Pperink 3305 a
Pflaum
Rossenbach
Mahoney
Referee,
Hamilton.

Emerick;

the game.
Captain
was ably assisted by
game.
The Hamilthe game, and were

The line-up:
Hamilton—11

Fie es ita
eae Blumenthal
See
ecg x aS s Allison
Ble Stee a ee ee 6 Kurtz
hae
Wa wks
oe Jacobey
Pree
IE a oie assis Keller
Timekeeper, Zuber; Umpire, Wys,

THE

S. M. L. vs.
Cedarville
College
of the season.
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Taken from the Dayton Daily News, January 23, 1907:
St. Mary’s basket-ball team defeated the team representing Cedarville College with the most overwhelming score
Two

State records were broken.

Hilgerink,

left forward,

threw 24 baskets, and the final score was 80 to 0. Captain Confarr starred
for Cedarville. Manager Pflaum’s dribbling was sensational. Martin went
in in the second half and played a fine game. At no stage of the game was
the ball near Cedarville’s basket.
The band rendered beautiful selections before and between halves. Captain Mahoney deserves special credit for the work of his men. The attendance was 823. The line-up:
St. Mary’s—80

Hilgerim. ces

Cedarville—O

e852.

TES

Pilaum. ..3. Pee
ay as BE
BMaboney cc5o
en 8 es Cre
SONORN-

50

ee ee ees

Os

By ee eens

Confarr

Pho
ale ee as McClellan
arp oes K. Williamson

de od

OSS

a

ies sean Watt

Rossenbach' isto... Mee
aks coe G. Williamson
Referee, Emerick; Timekeeper, Zuber; Scorer, McDonald.

S. M. I. vs.
From the Cincinnati Enquirer, February 1:
Cincinnati = Special Dispatch to the Enquirer.
University

Dayton,

Ohio,

Jan. 31—In

one of the fastest games

of

basket-ball ever played on a local floor, the University of Cincinnati was
defeated by.the St. Mary’s Institute quintet at the latter’s gymnasium last
night.
The game in many respects bordered on the sensational, and the

score of 32 to 8 does not do justice to the hard and fast playing of the
visitors. .In passing the ball and team work the local lads far outclassed
the Cincinnati boys, although the latter generally managed to place the
ball in their basket when it was carried to that end of the gymnasium.
The

Queen City team started out well, and for a time it looked as if the game
would be hard fought, but as soon as the St. Mary’s lads found their speed
they simply walked away from their opponents. Captain Mahoney at center

for the Dayton team, was the star of the contest, and his fast work was
responsible for the large score piled up against the down State aggregation.
Al. Lucick, captain of the Cincinnati Gymnasium team, acted as referee,

and his work was highly satisfactory to all. St. Mary’s will play the Lima
(Ohio) White Stars next Tuesday evening for the championship of the
State. The line-up:
St. Mary’s—32

Cincinnati University—9

Hilgorenk 5.5. Ss.

RE

PURI

Bot

Cet

Mahoney (C.)) 65

UE

are teaees Conway (C.)
as ee

Roberts

hea oop
eer ade McMinn

MOHOGR: . tau
te
ds
cea eee ee Ackerson
Rossenbach............ Roce
ety eae
a 2
Jdanszen, Wilberding ... Subs ...... 2.24. Schroetter
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Dayton

Daily

Journal,

February

6z

Stars
Before a record-breaking attendance one of the
greatest
games in the annals of local basket-ball took place
last night between two

of the finest teams in Ohio—St. Mary’s and the Lima White
Stars.
The most ardent admirer of the game could not have desired
anything

more intensely interesting and exciting. The cheeri
ng and shouting of the
followers created a perfect din and at times they
impressed the passive
bystander as a mad, frenzied crowd.
A person afflicted with a weak heart
must needs absent himself from such a game—the strain
upon his nerves

and heart action would be fraught with danger.

The game itself resembled a grand thunder storm.
At times the play
was rough, very rough, assuming threatening aspects, follow
ed by some
furiously fast work, while the lightning pass work which
interspersed the
whole game was beautiful to behold.
The Lima boys proved themselves veritable champions.
Their defensive
and aggressive work was never equaled on St. Mary’s court.
The team is
a stellar combination and deserving of a big following.
But when they
oppose St. Mary’s, who are nothing less than streaks of lightning in basketball, all their glory was dimmed.
Hilgerink is a star. His play cannot be
duplicated in this State.
His unerring aim scored many points.
Pflaum,
St. Mary’s little forward, had the champions at his merey.
His dribbling
was so mystifying as to bewilder the entire team.
Captain Mahoney made
several beautiful throws and his defensive work could not be improved

upon, whereas Schoen and Rossenbach are a combination of guards second

to none in the State. The forwards of all opposing teams dread these two
lads, and with reason.
Captain Ludwick, of the Limas, threw several phenomenal baskets, and
Shaw also demonstrated his ability.
Comparing the teams as they stand,
Lima could never defeat St. Mary’s.
The final score of the game was

42 to 19.
_ Next Friday night St. Mary’s, the champions of Ohio, play Piqua High
School. The line-up:
St. Mary’s—42

Hilgerink
Pflaum

Lima

De Mest
Wises

Stars—19

cass Scat S Kinsley
re Sy
Shaw

Mahoney
RI
cites psd 94
Ludwick
Schoen
$e ASAE
OE OR ee Witmer
Rossenbach
Bose
eee
Simpson
Referee and Umpire
(alternating), Carrig, Lima;
Emerick, St. Mary’s. Timekeeper, Zuber.
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Journal,

February

9,

1907:
Another one for S. M. I. was the tale the spectators told

at the basket-ball game when they left the Institute gym last evening.

The

Piqua High School basket-ball team had come to Dayton with great hopes, .
but was forced to return with the same story all the other teams who have
bucked the locals have told.
The score when the cloud blew over stood
46 to 19. Hilgerink was, of course, the star, but he was closely followed by
Levering, of the visitors, who played a quick game.
Schoen, of the locals,
is not to be forgotten, for time after time that youth would pick the ball
away from a Piquad and carry it like lightning up to the forwards, and it
soon netted a basket.
S. M. I. knew they were in a game of basket-ball,
though.
The visitors did not play the rough game their predecessors have
played, but gave the locals a good, clean exhibition of basket-ball.
On the
first jump Mahoney out-jumped Levering and the ball was quickly passed
to Hilgerink, who caged it. The Piquads then started in to win and took
the lead for the first eight minutes-of play. S. M. I. passed them and ever

after showed them a clean pair of heels.

The line-up was as follows:

S. M. I.—46

Piqua

H.

8,—19

BRUCEI to
x so bDBs LMR avananc
cea aereey
eehAS? Todd
TBO
a
eS eS Bee
sey nee
Lefel
ManODC ym ies
te
Re eres sas ees
Levering
UHOER Geo
ke es i Re
i eccoee Yenney

drossen bac

25s

a

TE

ene

Thompson

Baskets—Hilgerink 10, Pflaum 5, Mahoney 5, Schoen
1, Rossenbach 2, Lefel 2, Todd 3, Levering 3, Yenney 1.
Basket on Free Throw—Levering 1.
Score by Halves—First half, 13:16; second half,
19: 40.
P. WENIGMAN,

707.

SECOND DIVISION (Resident Students)
If. Division
So far, the season of the Junior Basket-Ball League has
Basket-Ball
League

heen very brilliant.
date, is as follows:

The

Played
Stare: (OU WeHL) coe os SS 10
Invincibles (Mahoney) ..... 10

Excelsiors

standing
Won
9
7

of the
Lost
1
3

teams,

to

Per cent.
. 900
. 700

(Quigley)

......

10

|

6

400

(Topmoeller)

......

10

+

6

.400

SUpeEDs tenn). eel
Leaders (Daugherty) ......

10
10

+
2

6
8

. 400
. 200

Models

up

Owing to the fact that a number of our best players were promoted to
the first division, our prefect, Bro. John Banzer, has organized a new set

-
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of teams, in order to match them more evenly and also to fill up the vacancies. The new teams are as follows:

Stars—O’Neill

(Capt.),

Herman,

Hackman,

Georges,

Horstman,

Schroeder, and Linchan.

Excelsiors—Schad

(Capt.), Sibila, Seidensticker, Wulf, Mason, Wagner,

Heer.
Invincibles—Mahoney (Capt.), Dister, Gunning, Pulskamp, Fleck, Poos,
Plato.
Models—Topmoeller (Capt.), Gross, Clark, Graham, Scheiber, Walton,
Samburg.
Leaders—Ball (Capt.), Janszen, Von der Hoya, Orr, Jacoby, Cahill,
Deis.
Superbas—Freeman (Capt.), Neary, Gallagher, Kemper, Kelley, Koch,
Youngman.
These teams are very evenly matched, and we owe thanks to Brother J ohn,

in spending so much time and labor in making them such.

F. Hackman, 708.

THIRD
Basket-Ball

ing is as follows:

DIVISION

(Resident Students)

Basket-ball in the Third Division is running full blast.
To write up all the interesting contests would hardly be
possible, owing to their great number.
The official stand-

Class A
Vultures (Capt.
Eagles (Capt. E.
Pheasants (Capt.
Starlings (Capt.

Won
C. Frederick) ..... 10
Harpring) ....... 9
J. Wickham) ~.... 4
A. Holbrock) ..... 4

Lost
4
+
9
10

Percent.
714
692
307
285

Won

Lost

Per cent.

Class B

Swans (Capt. J. Ernst) 2.0...2-2.
Gulls (Capt. Ti: Diaz) o.oo. i435
Storks

(Capt.

A. Janszen)

Cranes (Capt. A. Friedrichs)

9
6

3
7

. 750
462

........

6

7

.462

......

+

8

.333

J. WickHAmM,

Til. Division
vs.
II. Division

709.

February 14.—In a game replete with exciting plays the
IIf. Division neatly tucked away the II. Division by the
score of 16 to 15. The all-around fine team work, steady

playing, and sure passing rather than individual brilliance, won the game
for the III. Division quintet.
Out of eight chances from the foul line, C.
Frederick netted the ball six times.
E. Harpring and L. Greif shot two

THE

sensational field goals.
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The clever defensive work and long passes of I. Hart

and P. Scheiber were the features of the game.

The first half was some-

what one-sided, closing with the score 7 to 2 in favor of the III. Division.
The second half was of a nerve-racking uncertainty, as the score was tied
several times.
But finally Victory declared itself in favor of the younger

but better team.

The line-up:

Ill. Division—16

II. Division—15

E Harpring

pS

Te

Sie yaaa

Rear

ey hacuip
Sere ola eh Neary
Riduyramese
sora tees Sibila
PRR tenis

P. Scheiber

_

Herman

Gt

Seidensticker

CE

eS Schad

Officials—Referees, P. O’Neill and R. Emerick ; Timer,
G. Wilms; Scorer, T. Coakley; Subs, A. Holbrock, R.
Harpring.

FOURTH

DIVISION

On

Basket-Ball

was

February

ever

played

(Resident Students)

2, one

by

of the most

any

two

exciting

teams

of

games

the

that

Fourth

Division Basket-Ball League took place.
The game was
between the Young Deer and the Wildcats.
Time and again the Wildcats, the Tigers, and the Dragons tried to Jay low the Young Deer, but
always without success. However, the Wildcats determined to watch them
and pounce on them with fury.
And they did. The Young Deer looked

bewildered when the Wildcats, following their “ready” leader, pounced on
them.
They fled in terror and for the first time gave up the palm of victory to their furious antagonists. Long and loud were the cheers given by

the other teams to the victorious Wildcats.
Deer are not invincible.
Wildcats—S8

W. Zuber ( Capt.)
J. Eylar
G. Gonzalez

H. Kiefaber

They showed that the Young

Line-up:
Young Deer—3

ey
By Gs
ai
Peis

RE

ee eas 2 ig, es ee
oe tiene 4 J. Madigan
eer aes cia C. Rapp
geeseee, E. Gross

aie de M. Kuntz (Capt.)

Time of halves, 15 minutes each.
Referee, Bro.
Anthony; Timer, F. Holters; Scorer, L. Drahmann.
IV. Division vs.
Thursday, February 14, was a gala day for the Fourth
II. Division
Division basket-ball enthusiasts.
The representative team
Dayscholars
of the Fourth Division defeated the Second Division Dayscholars in a hotly contested game. Wehner starred at center for the Fourth
Division, and Schumacher did fine guarding for the Dayscholars. The game
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was hot from start to finish, and it was not until the whistle blew, with the
score 7 to 1 in favor of the Fourth Division, that the resident students felt
secure of the game.
Line-up:
Fourth

Division—7

DP SA POR Bia eres a8
MoI
aie
ae

Hs Welter =3.5 552oS
PGT

RE

:

Dayscholars—1

R. F. ........ G. Zimmerman
Be
ee
H. Skelton

Oe
WG

C. Rapp, J. Madigan....R.G.

aes

F. Schmackers
ee

C. Weckesser

........ A. Schumacher

Officials—Referees, J. Ernst and Vincent, alternating;
Scorer, T’. Coakley; Timer, A. Zuber; Time of Halves,
15 minutes.
F. Hourers,

714.

Standing

The standing of the different teams of the Fourth
Division Basket-Ball League is as follows:
Class A
Won
Lost Per cent.
Young Deer (M. Kuntz, Capt.) ....15
1
. 938
Wildcast (W. Zuber, Capt.) ....... 11
7
.611
Tigers (T. Macklin, Capt.) ........ 5
10
.333
Dragons (W. Kuntz, Capt.) ....... 2
13
. 133

Class B
Won
Crocodiles (T. Ducoing, Capt.) ....10
Tadpoles (I. Ducoing, Capt.) ...... 8
Lizards (R. Droege, Capt.) ........ 3

Giraffes (W..Heck, Capt.)

.........

5

Lost
5
5
8

Per cent.
. 667
.614
273

8

385
F. Houters,

714.
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EXS!| EXCHANGES

|SXS!

It is evident that the holidays have put every one in good humor for the
time and infused new life into the literary vein, and so quite a large number of bright stories and good essays crowd the pages of our exchanges.
The Xavier presents an able appreciation of Jonathan Swift, the eccentric Dean of St. Patrick’s, Dublin, who railed like a fallen angel at whatever he could not attain. “A Daring Capture” is finely mock-heroic, reminiscent of the great battle in the Knickerbocker History of New York.
St. Mary’s Collegian contains philosophical articles upon two timely

topics, “Glimpses

of France”

and “Socialism.”

“The

Sire of Style” is

charmingly written, could take rank with Black Beauty.
The Mountaineer makes an interesting criticism of “Scott’s Talisman.”

The writer shows great familiarity with his subject.
of names graces the
White, John Lafarge
other favorite sons to
We gladly welcome

What a fine galaxy

list of the Lay Alumni of Mt. St. Mary’s—Judge
the artist, George H. Miles the writer, and a host of
be proud of.
you to our sanctum, Labarum, Academia, and Villa

Shield. How classic the sound!
“A Mexic’s Revenge” in the Labarum
is artistically told. It is colorful with the touch of poetry and romance so
native to the land of old Mexico.
The writer gives promise of brilliant

work.
The Niagara Index starts out with a thoughtful essay on “The Incarnation and Progressive Development,” which contains great possibilities if it
had been further developed.
The subject appears to have been too heavy
for the writer to manage.
The diction frequently halts, and sometimes the
logic. He twice uses realty, which is obsolete in his sense, for reality which
he evidently meant.
He calls the first Christians “feeble folk’”—feeble in
what, pray? And a few lines further on he solemnly avers that these same

feeble folk “seemed stern and dauntless.”

The transition from Christ to

Puritanism is rather abrupt. Now and then the figures get mixed:
“The
grim Norman wave buds out into the choir of Gothic glittering with painted
light.” What does he mean?
The whole effort seems hasty and unfinished,

though here and there glitters a line of real beauty, as: “God has joined
together these three things, religion, morality, and art, that is, the true, the
good, and the beautiful,” which proves that the writer is capable of better
work.

We would like to see more from the same pen.

We were pained to see in one of our exchanges a virulent attack on another

exchange,

based

on

some

unfavorable

criticism

of the

latter

on

an

article of the former. And it was more an exhibition of sound and fury
than sound sense, the writer seemingly dredging his deepest vocabulary for
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vile epithets to fling at a brother offender.
Such a display of bad taste and
bad temper is ungentlemanly and unchristian; it wins no sympathy, and
exposes us to the ridicule of those who are not of the faith. Let us leave
such undignified wrangling to the heathen and the barbarian.
Let us
Christians be of one heart and one mind.
We may differ in opinion, but
why play cutthroat for an opinion?
Life is too short to be wasted in old
women’s squabbles.
Have we so soon forgotten the angels’ song of peace
and good-will?
Let us each reach out a helping hand to one another in
frank and courteous criticism, but beware of injuring a fellow-worker’s
feelings by sharp, sarcastic remarks, which only tend to wound hearts and
impede the good work of college journalism. We are here not to antagonize
but to assist each other, to build up and not to tear down.
A spoken word .
is soon forgotten, but printed words are beyond recall.
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the Wisest Relish

THEIR

PATRON

SAINT

The lawyers had no patron saint,
A fact which made them sore.
To Rome they sent a man who looked
Into the matter more.
The Pope informed him that was so;
No lawyer saint he knew.
But in the Lateran church there were
Great saints, and good and true.
“You bandage up your eyes,” said he,
“And walk around and catch
The saint you seize shall then be known

As patron of your batch.”
The lawyer thought the plan was good,
And so his head he ties;
He gropes around the church, and then
He grasps; then frees his eyes.
He seized the head of Lucifer,
Beneath St. Michael’s feet.
So Satan is the lawyer’s saint ;
Their portion now is heat.

J. GEORGES, ’09.

Be
AN

The question

ENIGMA

at present being debated

in the Third

Division

is:

Why

do A. Z., R. M., and E. L. continually pass their hands over their upper lips ?
wae
ANDERSON

AGAIN!

It seems our friend, J. C., ’08, representing Anderson
at S. M. I., waxed very wroth at the supposed insinuation
implied in last month’s ExpoNENT that Anderson is a

small town.
our readers

But we'll not mention this fact, and we heg
not

to read

this

article till J. C.’s masterly

reply shall have appeared in the April issue.
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PAT’S

COMPLAINT

“The world is coming to an end,”

Said Pat. “T’ll tell you why.
"Twas only just the other day
Mike saw a big horse—fly.
Old Flynn, when near the river once,
Had heard a swash and swish,
And looking round was sore amazed
To see a large cat—fish.
Some men were working on a house,
So I went in to talk.
But I was horrified to see
A fifteen-foot board—walk.

While walking through the flower-beds,
I chanced a rose to nip.
‘Look out! cried Mike. I looked around,
And saw a buff cow—slip.
I was afraid of what I saw,
And to the house I crept.

‘I’m seeing things,’ I cried to Mike;
‘Just see that white stone—step.’ ”
J. Priaum,
Be
A

FORGET-ME-NOT

Si in the ring wearing gloves.
Be
PRINTER’S

PI

It’s not the pie that Deger bakes,
And with such dainties fills ;
But *tis the “pi” the printer makes

When all his type he spills.
we

CLASS OF HISTORY
Teacher: What did General Harrison do?
Pupil, 15: He advised Canada to retreat.
To
“WOODEN”

Teacher: What is a dialogue?
L. C., 710: A sundial made of wood.

JOKE

709.

THE

S. M.

I. EXPONENT

165

UNDOUBTEDLY

Two women of the Irish blood
Into a warm discussion burst.

One Bridget said, with saucy face,
That tooth-ache was the worst ;
While Nora said, with little grace,
That

corn-ache

must

come

first.

The question in the balance lay,
When Mike as judgé they chose,
Who on the question had this say:
“Please list to one who knows.
Of ailments all, I here dare say
Stiff neck’s the height of woes.”
And now, my friends, if you’ll believe
Your Mike who’s sorely tried,
Who’s done his utmost to relieve
That neck so stiffly tied,
Discuss not woes that nature grieve;
To be in health, be satisfied !
Mike D., ’09,
The Stiff-necked Who Knows.
PACS
ON

THE

DEFENSIVE

W. C., 718 (with arm full of snow-balls):
except he does somethin’ to me.”

“I won’t do nothin’ to nobody

ae
“Me.?*

“My face is ruined,” gasped the lad,
As from the field he rose.
“A mud massage is very bad
For both the face and nose.”

Well!

Well!

Well!
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- POWDER

Ask your grocer for it. Satisfaction Guaranteed
Is the very best made.
It’s Fine.
Also buy our Pure Prepared Mustard.
or Money Refunded.

" National Spice and Mustard Co.

WhitewashYourBuildings|
At Lowest

wir A

PROGRESS

1. JANSZEN

Cost

|

SPRAYING AND WHITEWASHING

to

Yivegetables,

Organized
|
|
|

and
Gone

|

tone
guishing
fires,
windows, wagons, ete., and
other

|

Sereno

|

;

The
machine
is really a portable waterworks system, —
Sere eue a pressure of
over 80 pounds,
and i lifts the liquid
more than
:
e

1874

Authorized

OHIO

Capital

Stock

AND

SAVINGS

ASSOCIATION
OHIO
Loans
ans

Money
J
J

on

Real
Fs

Estate

Securit
ei
y

during business

description.

hours.

OFFICE: 825 East Fifth Street
JOSEPH

STRAUB,

A. JANSZEN

Pres

H. CELLARIUS,

&G CO.

Wholesale |
Grocers
S. E. Cor. Second and Walnut Streets.
101 to 117 East Second Street.
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overlook

mention

Tom

R.

Main

A.

at

| lowest
rates of interest, and receives money
:
:
in large and small amounts at any time

Dept. K. DAYTON SUPPLY CO., Dayton, Ohio. § |

PHONES—

$3,000,000

PERMANENT

BUILDING

DAYTON,
|
|

80 The
feet Progress
higher costs
than only
its own$21.00,
level.
and lasts a lifetime. Tt pays for itself the first year. Write
for detailed

CINCINNATI,

et

It is also adapted
for spreading disinfectants,destroyi
ing insect pencaana
ta) diseases on
trees,

purposes.

Teaming

|

10,000

square feet of surface
in
one
day,
and do better work
than with a brush.

washing
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One man can apply
Lat mead dep
calcimine,or cold water
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HANDSOME
The

FURNITURE

kind that pleases particular people

We invite you to examine our New Stock
Suitable for any home or any room
Beautiful Carpets, Rugs and Draperies
‘
to match

vas i

BYRNE & PALMER
22 to 26 W. Fifth St.

Beil Phone 2686
Home Phone 7374

PHOTOGRAPHER
20 and 22 East Third Street
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- For Carpets, Wall Paper, Draperies, and
niture, go to

Forster,
Fifth and

Main

Hegman

Fur-

G&G Co.,

Streets

DAYTON,

OHIO

GROENE’S MUSIC HOUSE
Full line of Classic and Popular
Music. Instruments of all kinds
at prices that are right.
Race Street and Arcade.

THE

WM.
PORK

Curers

of

the

FOCKE'’S
AND

celebrated
"MAKERS

CINCINNATI,

CROWN

OF
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The

&
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and

St.

Home

SONS

GEM

3953
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STAR

Jewelers
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305

Home

2305

Company,
and

“Reding ouraeaay.
A.

Hams

LARD

LEAF

Store Telephones—Bell

Opticians

for

Diamonds, Clocks, Silverware, Cut Glass, Etc.,
duced Prices. Call and be Convinced.

R.

CO.

PACKERS

Breakfast Bacon
THE CROWN PURE

Packing House Telephones —Bell 133

‘Watches,

BEEF

OHIO

at Greatly

Re-

La E. Sth. St.
is ready

IXPONENT

when

to

show
calling

Oxfords.
on

Advertisers.

A.

R. T. JOHNSON,
Vice-President

M. COSTELLO,
President

HASENSTAB

The NIXON & COSTELLO CO.
Manufacturers

Wholesale Dealer in

Fresh Pork, Hams, Bacon
Shoulders, and Sausages

of

Bottle Wrappers

PATENT
PAPER

FAMILY

DAYTON, OHIO

Home

PEL.

Manufacturer

Umbrellas

LARD

A SPECIALTY

Corner Valley and Air Streets

22 to 32 Sears Street

GA

USED

Plone 6291.

_

RESIDENCE
Bell 1904
Home 6224

OFFICE
Bell 1834
Home

38834

of

and

L. EDGAR ORENDORF

Parasols

Attorney-at-Law
Sells at Wholesale

Prices

139 E. Fifth Street

in Retail

41 S. Main

DAYTON,

Notary

Public

W.

Jo SHERER

Home

MICHAEL

Phone 2625

WALTER

Funeral

702 Conover Building
DAYTON, OHIO

OHIO

Bell Phone 625

Embalmer’s

Street

Fresco

Director

License

artists and

Interior Decorators

No. 358 B.
25

131 W. Franklin St,

DAYTON,

Perrine

Street.

DAYTON,

OHIO

Perfection

in Coffee.

Try a pound of our 20c. Coffee and convince

yourself

that

it

is

the

best

sold

in

Dayton for the price.
Both

Phones} oe

: 107 S. Jefferson
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Bell Phone

1852

Home

Phone 3252

M. D. Larkin
Supply Co.
Successors to
The Weed

Frank

L. Sutter

113

East

Supply
Third

Co.

Street

SUPPLIES

Architect

for Factory, Contractors, Machinists
and Foundry.
Asbestos Materials

Rubber
Suite 44, Louis Block

DAYTON,

OHIO

Goods

of every

Draughtsmen’s

description

and Mechanics’
Tools

Fine

E. R. LATIN
Charles W. Mack,

Hatter and
Furnisher
Popular Prices
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.
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St.

3 E. Fifth St.
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is ready
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Phone 2849

EUGENE
WUICHET

WUICHET

Dealers

~ LONG AND LARGE TIMBERS A SPECIALTY
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DOEWEESE

mention

Home
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The Hollencamp Ale Brewing
Company
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DAYTON,

&49

ALEX. GEBHART & CO.

Brewed and bottled by

A.

Main Street.
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CHICAGO
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in

kind in the city.
28 North

ok

DAYTON,

Dealers

The only exclusive house of this

Wholesale and Retail
Hardwood
Lumber

P70

PHONE 8832

Fine China
Glass Lamps
Bric-a-Brac, etc.

Lumber

Company
65 Southport

Pork.
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Smart

YorK

City>

MenYoung”

<

Clothes for Spring, ’07
See them!

Yow'll be Convinced.

It’s Truly

$5 00 Saved to Take the ELEVATOR

GRAVES
The
ASSET

EGAE EECA

VALUES

TELL.

& MEADE

Arcade—Sellers of Smart Clothes
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GEO. C. FRANCISCO

16 North Main Street

Desires

a continuance

DAYTON, OHIO

of

your

patronage.

We have “Everything in Drugs.”

Bell Phone 204

Home Phone 2204
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SMARTSTILE CLOTHES.
The newest, best, and

nob-

biest things for Spring season,
1907,

are

Lere

in great pro-

fusion.

The prices:

$10, $12, $15,

$18, $20.

We

give all the styles’ and

fit you carefully.
We

are
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sole
Hats,

agents
New

most popular hat, $3.
New shirts, new

for
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|

neckwear,

and Men’s Furnishings.
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TH Eagle Clothing Co.
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and
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$10.00,
$15.00,
$20.00,
$25.00.
The

best

Spring

looking

Clothes

for

Young Men we have
seen.

All the

New

Style

Touches

are

here.

A

lot

of

choice

New

Fabrics

madeup into clothes
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to give

service—AT
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